LOL ... "quite a bit"?

I don't recall Gen 123:2 "And on the 190th day God created the USS Enterprise and saw that it was good"

:P
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

You're confusing the material from Candace with a book you've never read. She often mentions material from the Pheonix Journals which contradicts what's written in the Urantia Book, yet she uses both as examples of complete truth which creates problems. She doesn't make logical sense.
Quoting: overmind

It does not contradict it, it enhances the UB. ON purpose certain material was left out of the UB for very good reasons. now Aton and Esu do have the right to determine when additional material can be revealed. There is no problem. Esu's journey after the crucifixion could not be revealed at the time the UB was presented to this world. In fact it wasn't even published until after the return, and there were reasons for that too.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You know, some of what you say is true (according to the bible). While nothing AH puts out seems to come to fruition, Jesus DID state that when he comes back he'd talk more plainly the things of his father.

Now, whether that is what you are stating or something else, I'll give you credit as the religions of the world don't speak more clearly the things of the father. Key word clearly.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6716543

Dear AC,

I do not quite understand what you mean by quote:
"While nothing AH puts out seems to come to fruition"
As I stated before from my own experience, watching all the terrible things going on in this world, so far sadly but true, everything came to fruition that was given about the World changes. If you need any proof just go back to the beginning of AH and work your way through the material.

GOD BLESS

furmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/08/2011 10:58 AM

... ^ I 100% agree with this comment. Thank you! ^
Quoting: IS-BE

It's called a "temper". I understand that it might be foreign to you because spineless people don't have one. Passive-aggressive retaliation and subversive "behind the scenes" revenge is all the spineless are capable of.

Judge all you want (but you're not judgmental!) but when someone tries to FORCE their beliefs on me, especially when they do so in such an arrogant, insulting manner I get hostile.

As for the first dude with "you should not be on GLP if ..." HAHAHAHAHA! New here?
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Here lies one of the great problems. Candace says she finished the ascension to Paradise, that she managed to comprehend the Father. This takes billions of years of learning/traveling. Perfection doesn't get much better than that, yet she doesn't seem to possess a perfect personality. There is another problem concerning this, ascension requires god-fusion. This is how ascending souls become Divine beings. No Divine being would tell someone to STFU, plain and simple. It's really unfortunate that Candace has this wavering attitude because not everything she says is wrong (given it is hard for many to know which is which). It's just one of those things that proves she's human. But just to be fair, I will apologize if I'm wrong and we are all teleported to a spaceship.
Quoting: overmind

Jesus told people to STFU all the time. maybe the language was not the same but that was the intent. He certainly did so when he took on the money changers. He often got irritated and angry with his "apostles", who would not comprehend. He survived the crucifixion on purpose so he could get the hell of that terrible place and go on to teach others in other lands. He was often
regarded with suspicion, insulted and driven away on his many journeys after the crucifixion. He fled many times. And this same shit continues today.

I only tell people that when they create terrible wrong lies about me. I am entitled to defend myself in the language customs of the time. There is a difference between ignorance and willful iniquity. There is willful iniquity going on against Me and against my organization and against God himself, here on GLP. If I so choose, in those situations, I am completely justified in telling them to STFU when they create or pass on deliberate lies. Iniquity is iniquity. Until you ones stop driving away the star seeds, on purpose, you will never find peace. Ponder that carefully.

I suppose by definition of Spineless given above, that I AM SUPPOSED to BE SPINELESS in order to be DIVINE? NO dear ones, Divinity means one is NOT spineless. To accept the willful iniquity here would be spineless and not of divinity. Jesus clearly pointed out the iniquity. he called those vile in fact to their faces. All I do is say a RARE STFU. Jesus chased away ones like Saul with big sticks too, by the way. I do not have to blindly accept the vile of vipers. enough said.

As to the message above "about" me, you ones did the same to Jesus,remember, and other avatars who have graced this world. The records of the murder, jailed, and otherwise falsely punished avatars are immense. That is what you do to the ones that come to grace you. Always. How many avatars walking in all fields on this planet have been murdered even since 911? Or otherwise shut up or punished?

You say the same to all of them trying to assist YOUR WORLD. Every time you shit in their faces, so some of us say STFU now and then only when we have had enough of the deliberate trashing? Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you for your reply NiP,

this should help to clear some "issues" people seem to have.

GOD BLESS 🌷

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/08/2011 12:22 PM

As to the message above "about" me, you ones did the same to Jesus, remember, and other avatars who have graced this world. The records of the murder, jailed, and otherwise falsely punished avatars are immense. That is what you do to the ones that come to grace you. Always. How many avatars walking in all fields on this planet have been murdered even since 911? Or otherwise shut up or punished?
LOL, are you honestly trying to claim that someone disagreeing with you and getting irritated at your condescending, arrogant and inconsiderate behavior is on the same level as beating, torture and death?

Someone just dropped the victim card.

Other than my little meltdown (for which I've already apologized) all I've done on this thread is ask honest, simple questions. One of which I'm still waiting for you to answer.

I'll ask it again in case you've missed it the 8 or 9 times I've asked it: If/when January rolls around and nothing predicted comes to fruition will you be apologizing to others for being wrong or will you "pull a Nancy" and move the goalposts again?

It's not a complicated question.

As to the message above "about" me, you ones did the same to Jesus, remember, and other avatars who have graced this world. The records of the murder, jailed, and otherwise falsely punished avatars are immense. That is what you do to the ones that come to grace you. Always. How many avatars walking in all fields on this planet have been murdered even since 911? Or otherwise shut up or punished?

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

**Busy Rattling Cages on GLP**

User ID: 5787814

United States

12/08/2011 12:55 PM

LOL, are you honestly trying to claim that someone disagreeing with you and getting irritated at your condescending, arrogant and inconsiderate behavior is on the same level as beating, torture and death?

Someone just dropped the victim card.

Other than my little meltdown (for which I've already apologized) all I've done on this thread is ask honest, simple questions. One of which I'm still waiting for you to answer.

I'll ask it again in case you've missed it the 8 or 9 times I've asked it: If/when January rolls around and nothing predicted comes to fruition will you be apologizing to others for being wrong or will you "pull a Nancy" and move the goalposts again?

It's not a complicated question.
Quoting: **Sir Phydeau**

No I dropped the FACT/TRUTH CARD. No I will not need to apologise, as although I doubt it will happen, man could turn a new page. The plans change as the situations change. God waves no magic wands and there has been every possible effort to get the people of this planet to rise up. Its all in the hands ultimately of the planetary people. I don't see them rising up though. The earth will ultimately come first, we will not allow the destruction of the planet.

**Sir Phydeau**
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/08/2011 01:14 PM

No I dropped the FACT/TRUTH CARD. No I will not need to apologise, as although I doubt it will happen, man could turn a new page. The plans change as the situations change. God waves no magic wands and there has been every possible effort to get the people of this planet to rise up. Its all in the hands ultimately of the planetary people. I don't see them rising up though. The earth will ultimately come first, we will not allow the destruction of the planet.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

Thank you for your answer.

This opens up another question, though: Are you willing to accept the possibility that you’re not always right? That it's entirely possible you are incorrect.

**Anonymous Coward**
User ID: 6716543
United States
12/08/2011 01:17 PM

...You're confusing the material from Candace with a book you've never read. She often mentions material from the Phoenix Journals which contradicts what's written in the Urantia Book, yet she uses both as examples of complete truth which creates problems. She doesn't make logical sense.

Quoting: **overmind**

It does not contradict it, it enhances the UB. ON purpose certain material was left out of the UB for very good reasons. now Aton and Esu do have the right to determine when additional material can be revealed. There is no problem. Esu's journey after the crucifixion could not be revealed at the
time the UB was presented to this world. In fact it wasn't even published until after the return, and there were reasons for that too.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You know, some of what you say is true (according to the bible). While nothing AH puts out seems to come to fruition, Jesus DID state that when he comes back he'd talk more plainly the things of his father.

Now, whether that is what you are stating or something else, I'll give you credit as the religions of the world don't speak more clearly the things of the father. Key word clearly.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6716543

Dear AC,

I do not quite understand what you mean by quote:
"While nothing AH puts out seems to come to fruition"

As I stated before from my own experience, watching all the terrible things going on in this world, so far sadly but true, everything came to fruition that was given about the World changes. If you need any proof just go back to the beginning of AH and work your way through the material.

GOD BLESS

Quoting: firmament

Yeah....That's ALOT of reading. I try to keep up, but it's hard (especially from the beginning).

I didn't mean so much the theories of what is going on, but the constant back and forth of stasis, jupiter, doom, etc.

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/08/2011 03:48 PM

Jesus told people to STFU all the time, maybe the language was not the same but that was the intent. He certainly did so when he took on the money changers. He often got irritated and angry with his “apostles”, who would not comprehend. He survived the crucifixion on purpose so he could get the hell of that terrible place and go on to teach others in other lands. He was often regarded with suspicion, insulted and driven away on his many journeys after the crucifixion. He fled many times. And this same shit continues today.
I only tell people that when they create terrible wrong lies about me. I am entitled to defend myself in the language customs of the time. There is a difference between ignorance and willful iniquity. There is willful iniquity going on against Me and against my organization and against God himself, here on GLP. If I so choose, in those situations, I am completely justified in telling them to STFU when they create or pass on deliberate lies. Iniquity is iniquity. Until you ones stop driving away the star seeds, on purpose, you will never find peace. Ponder that carefully.

I suppose by definition of Spineless given above, that I AM SUPPOSED to BE SPINELESS in order to be DIVINE? NO dear ones, Divinity means one is NOT spineless. To accept the willful iniquity here would be spineless and not of divinity. Jesus clearly pointed out the iniquity, he called those vile in fact to their faces. All I do is say a RARE STFU. Jesus chased away ones like Saul with big sticks too, by the way. I do not have to blindly accept the vile of vipers. enough said.

As to the message above "about" me, you ones did the same to Jesus, remember, and other avatars who have graced this world. The records of the murder, jailed, and otherwise falsely punished avatars are immense. That is what you do to the ones that come to grace you. Always. How many avatars walking in all fields on this planet have been murdered even since 911? Or otherwise shut up or punished?

You say the same to all of them trying to assist YOUR WORLD. Every time you shit in their faces, so some of us say STFU now and then only when we have had enough of the deliberate trashing?

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I said I would apologize if I was wrong, calm down. And frankly, I think comparing me to someone insulting Jesus or saying I'm in willful iniquity is a bit much. This is what I mean, take the anger down a notch, it's GLP. You are pretty much guaranteed to run into opposing views 24/7. Remember, you shouldn't judge people for their ignorance, nor where they are in terms of growth. Perhaps I don't know what I'm doing, perhaps you don't. There is no way to tell, so the best answer is for us to forgive each other.

Last Edited by overmind on 12/08/2011 03:49 PM

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/08/2011 04:04 PM

Jesus told people to STFU all the time. maybe the language was not the same but that was the intent. He certainly did so when he took on the money changers. He often got irritated and angry with his "apostles", who would not comprehend. He survived the crucifixion on purpose so he could get the hell of that terrible place and go on to teach others in other lands. He was often regarded with suspicion, insulted and driven away on his many journeys after the crucifixion. He fled many times. And this same shit continues today.
I only tell people that when they create terrible wrong lies about me. I am entitled to defend myself in the language customs of the time. There is a difference between ignorance and willful iniquity. There is willful iniquity going on against Me and against my organization and against God himself, here on GLP. If I so choose, in those situations, I am completely justified in telling them to STFU when they create or pass on deliberate lies. Iniquity is iniquity. Until you ones stop driving away the star seeds, on purpose, you will never find peace. Ponder that carefully.

I suppose by definition of Spineless given above, that I AM SUPPOSED to BE SPINELESS in order to be DIVINE? NO dear ones, Divinity means one is NOT spineless. To accept the willful iniquity here would be spineless and not of divinity. Jesus clearly pointed out the iniquity. he called those vile in fact to their faces. All I do is say a RARE STFU. Jesus chased away ones like Saul with big sticks too, by the way. I do not have to blindly accept the vile of vipers. enough said.

As to the message above "about" me, you ones did the same to Jesus,remember,and other avatars who have graced this world. The records of the murder, jailed , and otherwise falsely punished avatars are immense. That is what you do to the ones that come to grace you. Always. How many avatars walking in all fields on this planet have been murdered even since 911? Or otherwise shut up or punished?

You say the same to all of them trying to assist YOUR WORLD. Every time you shit in their faces, so some of us say STFU now and then only when we have had enough of the deliberate trashing? 

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I said I would apologize if I was wrong, calm down. And frankly, I think comparing me to someone insulting Jesus or saying I'm in willful iniquity is a bit much. This is what I mean, take the anger down a notch, it's GLP. You are pretty much guaranteed to run into opposing views 24/7. Remember, you shouldn't judge people for their ignorance, nor where they are in terms of growth. Perhaps I don't know what I'm doing, perhaps you don't. There is no way to tell, so the best answer is for us to forgive each other.

Quoting: overmind

I didn't compare you to anyone beloved, I merely made a teaching statement. Apparently on looking back thru the posts, I quoted your post, but the information was general to others here, who have been frankly insulting me by method of lies. I am allowed to response to them and defend.

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/08/2011 04:08 PM

firmament (OP)  
User ID: 5374773  
Germany  
12/08/2011 06:07 PM
It does not contradict it, it enhances the UB. ON purpose certain material was left out of the UB for very good reasons. now Aton and Esu do have the right to determine when additional material can be revealed. There is no problem. Esu's journey after the crucifixion could not be revealed at the time the UB was presented to this world. In fact it wasn't even published until after the return, and there were reasons for that too.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

You know, some of what you say is true (according to the bible). While nothing AH puts out seems to come to fruition, Jesus DID state that when he comes back he'd talk more plainly the things of his father.

Now, whether that is what you are stating or something else, I'll give you credit as the religions of the world don't speak more clearly the things of the father. Key word clearly.

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 6716543**

Dear AC,

I do not quite understand what you mean by quote:
"While nothing AH puts out seems to come to fruition"

As I stated before from my own experience, watching all the terrible things going on in this world, so far sadly but true, everything came to fruition that was given about the World changes. If you need any proof just go back to the beginning of AH and work your way through the material.

GOD BLESS

Quoting: **firmament**

Yeah....That's ALOT of reading. I try to keep up, but it's hard (especially from the beginning).

I didn't mean so much the theories of what is going on, but the constant back and forth of stasis, jupiter, doom, etc.

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 6716543**

Hi AC,

sorry for being misunderstood. What I meant was as you go through what was given and compare what was given with reality, you will find it did come to fruition.
There were 2 things laid off with explanation given by the Creator why it had to be done.

I know its a lot of material...it took me almost 4 years and I'm still not finished, probably because I take my time with it going over the material again and again. Study, ponder, research....

GOD BLESS 🌿

**firmament (OP)**
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/08/2011 06:13 PM

Sorry folks on my out already....we got bad weather and I have to make a run to my neighbor....he just called for help.

Much Love to all of you

GOD BLESS 🌿

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1547257
United States
12/08/2011 09:04 PM

This message was brought to you by the Letter "A" and the word RUN. ROFL!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2386439
Canada
12/08/2011 09:20 PM

what the fuck is this shit
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 1292097**

part of the process of announcing its time to throw in the rag on the planet. There are too many changes coming, the dark have of course NOT cooperated and the planet is being evacuated. Actually that started 4 years ago when the reptilians were evacuated.

The inner earth folks have just been evacuated as well as humans living permanently underground in mans bases. Now it time for the surface.

Man cannot live thru the upcoming changes. The atmosphere will be too polluted from the
volcanism, and man will even before then die in massive numbers from dark plans plus the arrival of the final wave, which would cause such massive fear, many would drop dead. So you are all going to be removed, down the last human on the surface.

This is not shit to my educated readers. I agree some of you will have difficulty with the piece. This is the most important page, brb to get it above to place here

WE can assure you all that the whole operation is commencing and has been ongoing since you first were told of it. Stasis will be implemented as soon as the Agarthans are squared away and we will be removing every human being and Viable robotoid that has earned the right, from the surface of Gaia and transporting them to our ships that are best suited for maintaining such a large population.

WE will not be concerned for those that will remain on planet for the duration. The decision to keep them in stasis is rightfully considered as the compassionate action to take.

Your dark leaders will be incarcerated in their contained holodeck and the rest of you will be awakened as the need arises. Some will join us in our endeavors to create the foundation of the world of experience to come, and so, these ones will be awakened before others. Those that are going to be adjudicated to other lives and planets can just as well be dealt with in consciousness of spirit and their bodies will be held in transit and in abeyance until final determination of each, individual fate is established.

YOU WILL NOT BE SEEING THE END OF YOUR PRESENT YEAR. CHRISTMAS FOR YOU, AS IT LOOKS RIGHT NOW, IS A LONG SHOT. WE FULLY EXPECT TO HAVE ALL OF YOU IN STASIS AND THE INITIAL MATTER SETTLED WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS. IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO IN ORDER TO MAKE A SMOOTHER TRANSITION AND PLACE SURVIVING SOUL GROUPS TOGETHER AND ALSO KEEP TOGETHER SEGMENTS OF YOUR POPULATION THAT ARE DESTINED TO SHARE THE SAME FIELD OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR NEXT EXPERIENCE OF MANIFESTATION OF BEING, ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF THEIR ADJUDICATION.

WE see, moreso than you, what, where, how and why things are going and all available points of destination. For us to take such a step at this stage should clearly indicate to all that have followed our messages for any length of time, that WE are left with no choice but to wrap things up as quietly, as quickly and as neatly as possible. Much like a parent wrapping presents for their children while they sleep on Christmas Eve, wouldn’t you say?

People are too uneducated on this world to voluntarily board craft, so the planetary life of all ranges will be paused in order to get people safely OFF the planet. The Pause is something visually like pausing a DVD movie.

The coming changes will produce so much volcanism, even the plant life must be protected. Pausing the life energies will safeguard all life on this planet.

A number of years from now, after the changes and massive cleansing of the planet, life will be "awakened" in stages. 1 billion humans who have earned the right to ascend with the Mother Gaia, will be awakened to begin again.

The remainder not returning will be placed in various other appropriate situations which you can read about in my thread linked above, on page 9. There is NOTHING to fear in this. You will thus be "saved" from the massive destruction the dark alone have planned, from a combined war of
their cyborg armies, the massive depopulation of this planet by their several methods planned, plus of course the earth changes.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

What about you?

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1547257
United States
12/08/2011 09:56 PM

You've got 2 weeks and three days to make this happen. If not, then what? You fail? I'm not making fun, I'm seriously asking you NIP.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1286724
United States
12/08/2011 10:06 PM

**IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO**

Quoting: **firmament**

So, if this doesn't happen in 7 days (let's make it 14 for giggles) will there be apologies passed on for spreading bullshit?

Not a hateful shot, it's a legitimate question. One that deserves an answer.

Quoting: **Sir Phydeau**

IN A WEEK means that from the first to fall in sleep to the last will be roughly one week of time.

**Sir Phydeau**
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/08/2011 10:59 PM

What about you?

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 2386439**

She thinks she's the next messiah, do try to keep up.
Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/08/2011 11:00 PM

You've got 2 weeks and three days to make this happen. If not, then what? You fail? I'm not making fun, I'm seriously asking you NIP.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1547257

I've asked pretty much the same question repeatedly. After finally being cornered her reply was along the lines of "I will not apologize because it this doesn't happen it's everyone else's fault."

Gotta love cult leaders.

GonViral
User ID: 5769488
United States
12/08/2011 11:09 PM

Thinking...NO.

UUhh...The owners of the Time Machine still have a shit load of control!!..Power..and worth planed ahead..

But..they cant stop what created this whole life!

Creator is a comming!

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/08/2011 11:21 PM
You've got 2 weeks and three days to make this happen. If not, then what? You fail? I'm not making fun, I'm seriously asking you NIP.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1547257

I've asked pretty much the same question repeatedly. After finally being cornered her reply was along the lines of "I will not apologize because if this doesn't happen it's everyone else's fault."

Gotta love cult leaders.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Bullshit. stop rewriting my words.

quest
User ID: 1482722
United States
12/08/2011 11:55 PM

YOU WILL NOT BE SEEING THE END OF YOUR PRESENT YEAR. CHRISTMAS FOR YE ONES, AS IT LOOKS RIGHT NOW, IS A LONG SHOT. WE FULLY EXPECT TO HAVE ALL OF YOU IN STASIS AND THE INITIAL MATTER SETTLED WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS.
Quoting: firmament

I feel, rather hopeless, in this effort. You guys seem mostly if not entirely well intentioned and sincere. A lot of good ideas. But somehow you have been lead on a wild duck hunt.

Dont quit your day jobs dont neglect the things you will need to live on Earth. I think your 'ride' is a trick some michevious beings made up, that you guys arnt used to not believing.

I expect few if any to believe this now. I will be surprised, if any begin to question the wild distraction you have been led on, by January. Some reason for delay or change of plan will be given and you will WAIT for the next big date.

ITS A CONSPIRACY !!!

These demons delight in watching someone WAIT, hour after hour, day after day, /etc. for somthing that wont happen. They enjoy the misery of others. They want to see you safely distracted so you dont accomplish anything usefull. The upside, is that they may think you are tortured and distracted enough that way, and not bother you much in other ways.

But I think we must trend towards the truth to make progress.
Mainly dont count on anything too fantastic. I know ‘real people’ (those who dont believe anything that isnt written in an accredited text book) Wont believe the Sun will rise tommorro if they hear it from you. (or me :( ) And the truth does sound about as crazy as ’Rum Tum Tum’s (or whoever, from the distant galaxy, with the intergalactic cruise ship full of bullshoi)

BUT. On Jan 1st. When you are still here on Earth. **Stop and think.** (this will be easy, happens most every time.)

**Is someone or some thing, Playing Me like a Toon?**

**THEN Remember That!** (thats the hard part) Hold on to your skepticism. **Seperate the Truth you Know, from the Falsehoods thrown in with it.**

There Are 'Benevolent Spirits' trying to help. That wont decieve you. Chances are you may have recieved their guidance along with the rest of it. But They Do Not Have Time to guard everyone all the time. They are in this deep mess with the rest of us. And if you cant see we are in Deep Troubles you are lookin good.

May we rise up out of this hell, to a decent life on Earth.

---

**Nobody in Particular**  
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP  
User ID: 5787814  
United States  
12/09/2011 10:19 AM

What about you?  
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 2386439**  

She thinks she's the next messiah, do try to keep up.  
Quoting: **Sir Phydeau**

I created a team of messiahs. There is no one person who can change this earth around. Its not such a difficult concept you know, there are 200 million+ messiahs on this world now. haven't you noticed some of them?

**Last Edited by ** **Nobody in Particular** **on 12/09/2011 10:27 AM**
Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/09/2011 10:33 AM

Bullshit. stop rewriting my words.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

But it's fun! :D

Here, let's rewrite that in a manner you can understand:

BUT IT'S FUN!

Last Edited by Sir Phydeau on 12/09/2011 10:35 AM

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/09/2011 10:35 AM

Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/09/2011 10:48 AM

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

😊

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

I did not use that image, stop re arranging my work to your ideas. You only make yourself show what you are by doing such. Do you like your own picture you have created in this thread?

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/09/2011 10:50 AM

Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/09/2011 10:55 AM

Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

No I am not "mad", but you are making a fool out of yourself and its NOT pretty to watch and some others here are not pleased to watch either. It is not fun, its sad, that you have so little self respect. 😞

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/09/2011 11:12 AM

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/09/2011 11:00 AM

I CAN'T! THIS
IS IMPORTANT.

ARE YOU COMING TO BED?

WHAT?

SOMEONE IS WRONG ON THE INTERNET.

No I am not "mad", but you are making a fool out of yourself and its NOT pretty.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

At least *I* know I am and am having fun with it.
? Why do you care if you are ever so intelligent?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6716543

A 135 IQ is not "ever so intelligent", it's just not stupid. 

Is there some reason you have a chip on your shoulder and keep replying to MY posts with that chip in my face?

Not that I care, you're insignificant. Just curious.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

what kind of "superior" fraud ARE YOU? to call another "insignificant?" Like I said you are embarrassing yourself here and it's not pleasant to watch a human being so degrade him/herself.

Have you no respect for yourself? 😞😞😞

It is such as this, being one reason out of many that those confined to this planet did NOT created the brotherhood of man on this world. 8 billion of you failed, how tragic.

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/09/2011 01:52 PM

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/09/2011 12:22 PM

.......sad....
after a bad storm, including damage done in my neighborhood, which is bad enough because people got hurt, I come back here just to find out that disrespect has continued.

I really thought, that regardless of ones beliefsystem, nationality, colour or shoesize if you will, we could come together and debate with respect and gratitude for opinions being shared.

Was I wrong?

From now on I will ban everyone who uses foul language on this thread!!

Thank you

GOD BLESS 💖

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/09/2011 06:04 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details. Thankyou. NIP

The End is Come, Man did not Unify, But OH the Success
By Siraya thru Candace
Dec 10, 2011 - 5:23:49 PM

The End is Come

Man did not Unify in Brotherhood

But OH the SUCCESS!

Siraya

December 8, 2011

Beloveds, it is with sadness but also a sense of joy that we are closing this chapter of your Earth History. The decision comes from the highest councils of the Creation, of whom I am representative of, over Orvonton. Candace may if she wish explain or provide UB material at the end.
I AM Siraya. I am Master Spirit # 7, and I reside on Paradise. I am representative of the Universal Father, the Eternal Son and Infinite Spirit. I personify those beings to you of the ascending mortals. I AM in fact, not only my personality, but I am also, all of you, being the source of Evolutionary Mind over Orvonton.

Now, it is not usual for one such as me to become involved in the distant evolutionary worlds, but on this world I took a personal interest and for a variety of reasons. First many of you on this planet in the teaching mission are from Paradise and Havona in one role or another. You are in training or in observation of one of the worse rebellions under my Vast domain.

Of course you know this as the Lucifer Rebellion. Lucifer, in your expression, “took the cake” in terms of those who seceded from the union. In all that has ever happened in Orvonton, nobody of angelic character actually decided to become God of a large region. And also took so many with him. This is the source of much of the so called galactic waring in your region. It was terrible. Lucifer had a full compliment of weaponry and he used it to extreme. Although your Urantia Book lays quiet on this one, this was in fact WAR in HEAVEN. And it was with weaponry.

We were aghast. But we let Lucifer and his various gangs of supporters, work it out for themselves for a very long time. This started sometime before your given records, quietly building over the eons until it erupted fully. The decision was made to let it collapse on its own weight and this did occur.

When the Master (Christ Michael) was upon your plane, Lucifer was not, he had already been removed from power. His challenge to the God’s did not become a reality in the long run. He could never create. By create we mean new beings, either angelic or human. It has taken great effort behind the scenes to keep your sector of Nebadon even alive while this worked out. Never before had we experiences with this level of rebellion and never again will this even come close to being allowed. We have had quite a setback, but at the same time, the necessary learning curve.

You ones accept that God creates with his famous magic wand, as Candace likes to refer to it, and we get much laughter over this. For the whole creation has been created by the ones who reside in it, and not by a single entity.

But lets move on. Lets get to the closing chapter here. 200,000 years ago those of that great rebellion were given a fair chance to repent. Many refused and went to uncreation, long before your planet was ever populated with your “fallen angels.” There were 10 billion various ones, angel and human, that decided to earn their way back into respectability.

They were placed on this planet you call Earth in English, and Urantia in the Heavenly records. At that time your Planetary Supreme, whom is also called Urantia was not yet “supreme.” She was truly not able to participate in the decision to place these ones here. She had not formed herself. But oh has she now grown into her own conscious divinity, and you ones imprisoned here can no longer inhabit her surface.

You were given 200,000 years dear ones, to grow up, prove yourselves, understand from the very inside view what you have created, for it was your creation to join in this and become gods. Or so you thought you had been promised by Lucifer. Sadly 8 billion of you did not get the message, and are still trying to become God’s on your own and you fight even amongst yourselves still who will have dominion of the planet. Well, you had your chance. YOU BLEW IT. You have all been through your karma. You have been the warriors and you have been the victims. And even experiencing as the victim, you did not learn what human experiences are, on the other side of the coin. You go right back into being warriors.
You thought you could keep Earth? You would destroy her, if you could NOT UNIFY into brotherhood, that chore which all ascending humans on the evolutionary worlds must accomplish. You did not learn you are not separate from the planetary mind. You had opportunity of greatness that was given to you, because simply, you did not know of what you did, when you entered the rebellion. You were forgiven, but only on condition you take a journey similar to what human must make, to become a unit of divinity.

YOU DID NOT FOUND THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN UNDER THE FATHERHOOD OF GOD. THIS IS IMMENSE FAILURE BRETHREN. THE MOTHER DESPITE YOUR ABUSE OF HER HOWEVER, DID RISE UP AND FIND HERSELF WITHOUT YOU.

NOW THAT IS THE GREAT SUCCESS STORY HERE FOR HER. GAIA FOUND HER GOD MIND OR GODDESS MIND IF YOU WELL. WE DID NOT EXPECT THAT. THERE WAS A TIME BEFORE THE ADVENT OF MICHAEL, WHEN IT WAS CONSIDERED THE PLANET WOULD HAVE TO BE DESTROYED AND A GREAT POTENTIAL LOST.

FOR ON ALL PLANETS IN THE NORMAL SITUATIONS, IF MAN DOES NOT UNIFY, THE MOTHER ALSO DOES NOT BECOME EXISTENT, IN HER GLORY. GAIA DID. NOW WHAT SAY YOU DARK BROTHERS? THE IGNORANT MOTHER FOUND HERSELF AND YOU COULD NOT?

2 BILLION OF YOU PASSED, REASONABLY SO. Many of these did return to their former estates. Actually 1 billion of you are back in the realms of glory with a wondrous new understanding, and of this we are of course in joy, because never again will these ones fail. They are strong now, and will be even wiser for this, having done “the been there and done that,” another term, Candace loves to use. Unto you who fled from glory, unto glory you have returned and then some, and in that regard for these ones, the experiment of repentance under the mercy and grace of God was successful. We hoped for more though. We did not expect 100%, but we hoped for more.

8 billion of you cannot become gods. You were not created as creators and you will no more muck up this glorious planet, this planetary supreme who found herself, out of the muck. She eventualized. What happened to YOU?

Well, some of you are facing the grand courts, of Orvonton. It does not look pretty for you. Others who possess some hope, will get another chance in the DISTANT FUTURE for you ones will never be placed but a few at a time on distant worlds, for you are without trust at this point. We cannot place you in numbers anywhere. You will wait for what may seem like eons in a state of complete sleep, ignorant of your existence, until that day down the road.

You had such opportunity. Such grace was offered. We hoped that the offer would produce true grandeur in terms of your future works. You and you alone are held accountable for your choices and actions.

We are giving out at lot of grace, because you created slave beings to the robotoids who had little chance. But surprise, some of them found the Father, a thing even you could not do. And the ones who really didn’t find the Father, but are sweet kind folks, will also get a stupendous chance to become truly human. They go to other worlds, young worlds, to being an incarnational journey in hopes they will find themselves, meaning truly individuate. The Father has such great mercy.

I had such great mercy on you. For it was I who approved the Mercy for you, overriding the Ancients of Days of Orvonton. For 200,000 years I have hoped, and hoped, and hoped. Slowly some of you came around, those 20%. Well 1/2 of those will endure further trials, as these ones
have covered 51% or more of their karma. They will get additional chance. But they will submit to the leadership of Michael on this world. They will not have hundreds of thousands of years to finish up.

All those born of human in these ages upon this world since the return of Michael, are cared for. They are young. They will be cleansed of your filth and given fresh opportunity on the younger worlds.

The astral realms of this world will be dismantled. They were of course full of those humans over a time that you did not allow to progress, and who had been trapped here.

They are released to move forward. Even though Michael released them to journey as necessary forward, so many were too immature to move much in each life. We will be gradually resurrecting all these ones, even though they are not ready, to the mansion worlds. That is the purpose here now in part of AA Michael’s team. He is the angel of the resurrection.

The robotoids having potential cannot go there yet, they must have opportunity to earn their thought adjusters. Opportunity will be given as above. They will not experience the destruction you planned to invest even upon them, who you called useless eaters.

You 8 billion ones, who did not cut the mustard, will be contained in holodeks, until you can be processed. You are done on this world. Those 1 billion who get one more chance to make the grade, will have mercy of exactly two lifetimes to establish the BrotherHood of Man on this planet. This will be accomplished by each of you, or not, and as a group. This will be your task. This time, it will be done under the normal Nebadon oversight of this world. You will do it, or you will not. Its that simple.

The planet will be cleansed of your filth. All of it. The animals evolutionary patterns will be restored to normal by seasoned beings here for that purpose, under the direction of the great geneticist Skekhmet. This is not a thing the Life Carriers can do.

You were given the care of this seed planet, you were so sure you could do that but you set into the infighting and instead nearly destroyed it.

Gaia will make her Ascension shortly. Normally this is done in concert with the sons and daughters coming into Godness with her. She adopted you ones, although she did not fully understand what she had done and look what you brought upon her and all her life.

5 times this planet has tossed you down. This is number 6. Not much of a tract record is it? And you proved what? Beloveds, WHY? For so long all will be asking that question that have been concerned with this arena. But dear brothers in God, you are finished and remember, you are not more powerful than those above you and you did not prevail.

Now, lets get on with some good news, for those of you who came to help the depraved ones. Some many of you have suffered at their hands, even unto the Creator Son, who has given so much grace to those of his and Nebadonia’s creation. You volunteered in the millions to lift up this world. To bring it music, theater, films, television, and the great achievement of the internet. Your gifts have been substantial, worthy and brought comfort to the lesser ones of this world.

You taught animal husbandry and you took so many animals into your arms, that something wondrous happened also not expected on this world. The higher animals are becoming human before they journey in a human body. How glorious is that! This is rare on normal planets beloveds. You have given them such dignity, they wanted to become like you. And they are and
we of the hierarchy actually have to change a few things, under the direction of Shehkmet on that one. This is a stupendous accomplishment.

Your brought love to those in need. You helped the poor. You brought and demonstrated goodness where there was none and showed another and better way. You gave hope. The disabled have wheelchairs, they have medical care now in much of the world. They have love and they have hope.

You have graced this world with nearly celestial level music, particularly this last 50 years, music even beyond the times of the Renaissance. You have perfected the art of acting on this world, even under the pressure of ones who did not want the light in the films. You demonstrated through film proper family life. That is until recently when you have been siderailed hugely by money and power.

You have developed technologies where those who preceded you, like the great Tesla could not. You could not bring in what is labeled free energy, but you did well otherwise and the world is a glow in light even if its methods are not what would have been the best. You got it lighted by whatever means you were able to do so.

You brought transportation to the common man. First the railroads, then the auto. You brought housing to the common man. You brought technology to make life easier to the common man. Examples such as washing machines, heat and related necessities.

And most importantly once more, the Internet. You developed your best programming. You have prevented the dark by that programming, from shutting it all down. You made it impervious to them. Try as they might, and they have, it stays running. That is an incredible accomplishment.

The dark were given some carrots initially but when they realized the potential of enlightenment through the Internet, they put on some brakes, but you were not squashed. You listened to the Father Within who gave you programming skills you could only dream of, and so it stands.

So many of you who are "star seed" have been here so long. You are tired, all of you, we find no star seed over 20 years of age in this life time who is not already tired. It is not due to the food and pesticides, but due to being tired of the effort it takes to accomplish something, but yet you have. Even those who have forgotten who they are over the long duration of time. Some of you have been here since the repopulation of Earth after the last trip thru the photon belt.

YOU HAVE ENDURED and your rewards in heaven shall be great. While these dark ones failed, you so shined that your light cannot be covered. You have won. And we are supporting that. There are over 100 million of you who have endured here anywhere from 11,000 years to the last several hundred. You have endured the inquisitions and so many other roundups. You have endured in Mother Russia, who has once again STOOD IN THIS WORLD in LIGHT. At all costs. She survived the great destruction of over 100 years ago now.

While we hoped the United States would rise to shine the greatest light ever on this world, that did not happen. But nevertheless you ones within that country did well. You should not feel rejected and lost and so many of you do feel that way, at this time of great repression on you.

YOU HAVE LIVED and SHOWN the WAY and by your efforts did this planetary mother awaken to her own being. That again IS the biggest surprise of all. Now rest in your glories dear ones, for the GOOD NEWS is far GRANDER than the SAD NEWS.

You ones have so grown in stature, and you will go rise up to further glory. You have survived the
greatest of rebellions in Orvonton and well more than survived, you have a created a new way and that is NOT going unnoticed. You will serve well in your future journeys. You have so glorified the Father. IN YOU HE IS WELL PLEASED. You have saved a whole area of the Creation from extinction. You have the expertise now to deal with other dark beings who will manifest, that is the nature of free will.

There will be conclaves on conclaves on conclaves in the future. Whole “universities” will arise to discover what you have done and many of you will be the best of “professors.” These celestial universities will be in Nebadon, Orvonton, and indeed even in Havona. For unto you, the whole of the future creations look BRIGHT. The end of the long age of Evil has come. Never will it rise to this extent again. EVER, for YOUR SUCCESSES WILL NOT ALLOW OF IT. I SIRAYA, Master Spirit of Orvonton, STAND SO PROUD OF YOU. You are our most cherished of folks. I AM SIRAYA.

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
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No I am not "mad", but you are making a fool out of yourself and its NOT pretty.  
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

At least "I" know I am and am having fun with it.  
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

You won't have fun when shit hit the fan and you are held accountable for misleading others and spreading lies.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2174731
United States
12/09/2011 08:39 PM

You've got 2 weeks and three days to make this happen. If not, then what? You fail? I'm not making fun, I'm seriously asking you NIP.  
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1547257

I'm trying to understand, ok? Now, either this will happen or it doesn't. If it doesn't, then what? Honestly, I want to know. I'm the one who asked that yesterday.
You've got 2 weeks and three days to make this happen. If not, then what? You fail? I'm not making fun, I'm seriously asking you NIP.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1547257

I'm trying to understand, ok? Now, either this will happen or it doesn't. If it doesn't, then what? Honestly, I want to know. I'm the one who asked that yesterday.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2174731

It's going to happen and you will not know when it does, until such point as you are awakened later.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2174731
United States
12/09/2011 09:02 PM

You've got 2 weeks and three days to make this happen. If not, then what? You fail? I'm not making fun, I'm seriously asking you NIP.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1547257

I'm trying to understand, ok? Now, either this will happen or it doesn't. If it doesn't, then what? Honestly, I want to know. I'm the one who asked that yesterday.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2174731

It's going to happen and you will not know when it does, until such point as you are awakened later.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Well, it looks like 8 billion of us failed the class, so, looks like we have to go back through what retraining? See? this is why I hate not knowing or being able to recall things that should be very important until it's too late.
NIP< There's an old saying, "When God closes one door, He always opens up another. And He's gonna put you where He wants you to beat the right time at the right place always."
So, everyone goes to sleep and we will awaken later and then we all have to go be judged or talked to by who, the Most Highs, who? If we haven't fused with our Thought Adjusters yet, then does that mean we're all screwed? Or do we go back into some sort of training?

**Nobody in Particular**
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/09/2011 09:20 PM

You've got 2 weeks and three days to make this happen. If not, then what? You fail? I'm not making fun, I'm seriously asking you NIP.
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 1547257**

I'm trying to understand, ok? Now, either this will happen or it doesn't. If it doesn't, then what? Honestly, I want to know. I'm the one who asked that yesterday.
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 2174731**

It's going to happen and you will not know when it does, until such point as you are awakened later.
Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

Well, it looks like 8 billion of us failed the class, so, looks like we have to go back through what retraining? See? this is why I hate not knowing or being able to recall things that should be very important until it's too late.
NIP< There's an old saying, "When God closes one door, He always opens up another. And He's gonna put you where He wants you to beat the right time at the right place always."

So, everyone goes to sleep and we will awaken later and then we all have to go be judged or talked to by who, the Most Highs, who? If we haven't fused with our Thought Adjusters yet, then does that mean we're all screwed? Or do we go back into some sort of training?
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 2174731**

so are you suggesting you are one of the 8 billion here? you know if you are or not. Doesn't sound like it. The message was directed to them, of the lucifer rebellion/galactic thug group. All others coming out of the evolution of this planet will simply be moved to any of several situations that are appropriate for their learning and where they are. I covered that in an earlier post in the stasis thread maybe a couple weeks ago now. There are many billions of souls maturing here NOT of the Lucifer Rebellion. Their stories are different. Where they are moved is different. It is these ones being evacuated off the planet, who are incarnate at any rate, those of the Rebellion who did not mature will remain for a very long time in a "sleep" condition as they are processed. They are
staying in stasis ON the planet for a time, until the others being lifted off the planet are situated.

4 years ago the Reptilians were are removed, 8 billion of them too. These are just Reptilians folks, not part of the rebellion. They had been on the planet for 4 million years, and lived themselves in a rather controlled society. Most were not nasty power driven beings, just your ordinary every days folks too.

The power beings here who tended to "possess" or use people are the ones invisible. These ones for the most part will come off the planet enmass during the magnetic Reversal. That is what it does.

INCLUDING the folks in the astral realms who are not incarnate I would have no idea who many souls have been evolving on this world. LOTS. The astral realms most of the time, are more populated than the physical. The only folks going to "judgement" are those needing of it. Everyone else is just sorted. Many folks here from other worlds on a volunteer basis, will in fact mostly be sorted BACK HOME.

Nobody is "screwed". All planets face sorting and lift off at the end of the age, generally until they enter LIGHT and LIFE. This is common, planetary civilizations often over populate themselves and the ends of ages are cyclic when planets are in photon belts and other cosmic energies. This end of this age on Earth is a biggy, because we are also in the energies from the Milky Way Center, which are totally different than the photon belt energies.
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I'm trying to understand, ok? Now, either this will happen or it doesn't. If it doesn't, then what? Honestly, I want to know. I'm the one who asked that yesterday.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2174731

It's going to happen and you will not know when it does, until such point as you are awakened later.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Well, it looks like 8 billion of us failed the class, so, looks like we have to go back through what retraining? See? this is why I hate not knowing or being able to recall things that should be very important until it's too late.

NIP< There's an old saying, "When God closes one door, He always opens up another. And He's gonna put you where He wants you to beat the right time at the right place always."

So, everyone goes to sleep and we will awaken later and then we all have to go be judged or talked to by who, the Most Highs, who? IF we haven't fused with our Thought Adjusters yet, Then does that mean we're all screwed? Or do we go back into some sort of training?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2174731
so are you suggesting you are one of the 8 billion here? you know if you are or not. Doesn't sound like it. The message was directed to them, of the lucifer rebellion/galactic thug group. All others coming out of the evolution of this planet will simply be moved to any of several situations that are appropriate for their learning and where they are. I covered that in an earlier post in the stasis thread maybe a couple weeks ago now. There are many billions of souls maturing here NOT of the Lucifer Rebellion. Their stories are different. Where they are moved is different. It is these ones being evacuated off the planet, who are incarnate at any rate, those of the Rebellion who did not mature will remain for a very long time in a "sleep" condition as they are processed. They are staying in stasis ON the planet for a time, until the others being lifted off the planet are situated.

4 years ago the Reptilians were are removed, 8 billion of them too. These are just Reptilians folks, not part of the rebellion. They had been on the planet for 4 million years, and lived themselves in a rather controlled society. Most were not nasty power driven beings, just your ordinary every days folks too.

The power beings here who tended to "possess" or use people are the ones invisible. These ones for the most part will come off the planet enmass during the magnetic Reversal. That is what it does.

Including the folks in the astral realms who are not incarnate I would have no idea who many souls have been evolving on this world. LOTS. The astral realms most of the time, are more populated than the physical. The only folks going to "judgement" are those needing of it. Everyone else is just sorted. Many folks here from other worlds on a volunteer basis, will in fact mostly be sorted BACK HOME.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I don't know what to think,NIP< honestly. I am so confused as to all of this. I know that I don't like to think of what the dark thugs are gonna do. I hate violence but i do believe in self defense.I consider myself a people pleaser, which would make me a slave to those who swear they would rather lead than follow.

All I want is to understand. All i have ever wanted is to make others happy and to feel appreciated and useful. Don't you?
Why am I here if there is no need for me anymore?
Right now I feel un-needed and unwanted by even my own family.
Sad to think that you bust your butt all your life trying to make others happy and all you do is get shit on for it and then nobody needs you anymore and that's it. Can you understand how I feel?

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/09/2011 09:37 PM
Thread: Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter (Page 9) is the page in the stasis thread where I gave the general ideas of sortment.
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Well, it looks like 8 billion of us failed the class, so, looks like we have to go back through what retraining? See? this is why I hate not knowing or being able to recall things that should be very important until it's too late.

NIP< There's an old saying, "When God closes one door, He always opens up another. And He's gonna put you where He wants you to beat the right time at the right place always."

So, everyone goes to sleep and we will awaken later and then we all have to go be judged or talked to by who, the Most Highs, who? IF we haven't fused with our Thought Adjusters yet, Then does that mean we're all screwed? Or do we go back into some sort of training?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2174731

so are you suggesting you are one of the 8 billion here? you know if you are or not. Doesn't sound like it. The message was directed to them, of the lucifer rebellion/galactic thug group. All others coming out of the evolution of this planet will simply be moved to any of several situations that are appropriate for their learning and where they are. I covered that in an earlier post in the stasis thread maybe a couple weeks ago now. There are many billions of souls maturing here NOT of the Lucifer Rebellion. Their stories are different. Where they are moved is different. It is these ones being evacuated off the planet, who are incarnate at any rate, those of the Rebellion who did not mature will remain for a very long time in a "sleep" condition as they are processed. They are staying in stasis ON the planet for a time, until the others being lifted off the planet are situated.
4 years ago the Reptilians were are removed, 8 billion of them too. These are just Reptilians folks, not part of the rebellion. They had been on the planet for 4 million years, and lived themselves in a rather controlled society. Most were not nasty power driven beings, just your ordinary every days folks too.

The power beings here who tended to "possess" or use people are the ones invisible. These ones for the most part will come off the planet enmass during the magnetic Reversal. That is what it does.

Including the folks in the astral realms who are not incarnate I would have no idea who many souls have been evolving on this world. LOTS. The astral realms most of the time, are more populated than the physical. The only folks going to "judgement" are those needing of it. Everyone else is just sorted. Many folks here from other worlds on a volunteer basis, will in fact mostly be sorted BACK HOME.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I don't know what to think, NIP< honestly. I am so confused as to all of this. I know that I don't like to think of what the dark thugs are gonna do. I hate violence but I do believe in self defense. I consider myself a people pleaser, which would make me a slave to those who swear they would rather lead than follow.

All I want is to understand. All I have ever wanted is to make others happy and to feel appreciated and useful. Don't you?

Why am I here if there is no need for me anymore?

Right now I feel un-needed and unwanted by even my own family.

Sad to think that you bust your butt all your life trying to make others happy and all you do is get shit on for it and then nobody needs you anymore and that's it. Can you understand how I feel?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2174731

Yes I can understand how you feel, and until I started this work I felt much the same. And I was in fact given the opportunity to leave, but made a different choice. Maybe its simply YOU have finished what you are here to do? Or maybe that the mass confusion is so bad you don't know what to do? Or can't find anything to do, or a combination of all of the above.

What is coming is a restart for so many of you, a step up the ladder, or a going home, and it will be JOYFUL. ❤️

Perhaps these final times are good for introspection some more, looking at the good, the bad the ugly, whatever. Sorting memories. Looking thru the material stuff too. I wish we could evacuate openly, that was hoped for as part of the teaching period, people volunteering openly. I really wanted that part. WE had planned email contact to craft, rides too and from for tours. TV tours by live camera, all that stuff. The reason we must evacuate after stasis being created is all the fear and unknowing, the mind control of religion of people who not a clue about the cosmos and its management. I would have liked to try that, not sure how well it would be accepted but we knew that many would come into sudden memory of their cosmic roots and help the others.

I still hope for that, its a story hard to give up.

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/09/2011 10:06 PM
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Quoting: firmament

wow they know how to make powder/paint/chemicals and people who did not demolish the factory?

and are now eating the solar system.

and eh get unserious it realy will help.

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/09/2011 10:08 PM

Quoting: firmament

wow they know how to make powder/paint/chemicals and people who did not demolish the factory?

and are now eating the solar system.

and eh get unserious it realy will help.

Quoting: olaf 6855332

Olaf what is the meaning of this? You have been unfriendly to the idea. WHO IS EATING THE SOLAR System?

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/09/2011 10:09 PM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2174731
United States
12/09/2011 10:09 PM
Well, it looks like 8 billion of us failed the class, so, looks like we have to go back through what retraining? See? this is why I hate not knowing or being able to recall things that should be very important until it's too late.

NIP< There's an old saying, "When God closes one door, He always opens up another. And He's gonna put you where He wants you to beat the right time at the right place always."

So, everyone goes to sleep and we will awaken later and then we all have to go be judged or talked to by who, the Most Highs, who? IF we haven't fused with our Thought Adjusters yet, Then does that mean we're all screwed? Or do we go back into some sort of training?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2174731

so are you suggesting you are one of the 8 billion here? you know if you are or not. Doesn't sound like it. The message was directed to them, of the lucifer rebellion/galactic thug group. All others coming out of the evolution of this planet will simply be moved to any of several situations that are appropriate for their learning and where they are. I covered that in an earlier post in the stasis thread maybe a couple weeks ago now. There are many billions of souls maturing here NOT of the Lucifer Rebellion. Their stories are different. Where they are moved is different. It is these ones being evacuated off the planet, who are incarnate at any rate, those of the Rebellion who did not mature will remain for a very long time in a "sleep" condition as they are processed. They are staying in stasis ON the planet for a time, until the others being lifted off the planet are situated.

4 years ago the Reptilians were are removed, 8 billion of them too. These are just Reptilians folks, not part of the rebellion. They had been on the planet for 4 million years, and lived themselves in a rather controlled society. Most were not nasty power driven beings, just your ordinary every days folks too.

The power beings here who tended to "possess" or use people are the ones invisible. These ones for the most part will come off the planet enmass during the magnetic Reversal. That is what it does.

INcluding the folks in the astral realms who are not incarnate I would have no idea who many souls have been evolving on this world. LOTS. The astral realms most of the time, are more populated than the physical. The only folks going to "judgement" are those needing of it. Everyone else is just sorted. Many folks here from other worlds on a volunteer basis, will in fact mostly be sorted BACK HOME.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I don't know what to think, NIP< honestly. I am so confused as to all of this. I know that I don't like to think of what the dark thugs are gonna do. I hate violence but I do believe in self defense. I consider myself a people pleaser, which would make me a slave to those who swear they would rather lead than follow.

All I want is to understand. All I have ever wanted is to make others happy and to feel appreciated and useful. Don't you?

Why am I here if there is no need for me anymore?

Right now I feel un-needed and unwanted by even my own family.

Sad to think that you bust your butt all your life trying to make others happy and all you do is get shit on for it and then nobody needs you anymore and that's it. Can you understand how I feel?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2174731
Yes I can understand how you feel, and until I started this work I felt much the same. And I was in fact given the opportunity to leave, but made a different choice. Maybe its simply YOU have finished what you are here to do? Or maybe that the mass confusion is so bad you don't know what to do? Or can't find anything to do, or a combination of all of the above.

What is coming is a restart for so many of you, a step up the ladder, or a going home, and it will be JOYFUL. 💚

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

I think that this is going to be my last trip here. I have this feeling inside that I know I’m going home somewhere, but it’ has to be better than this. I know in my heart that once I see Those nail scarred hands that all i want to do is fall down on my knees and kiss them with tears of joy because he sacrificed so much for all of us and he didn't have to do it at all. And yet you don't see not one person here willing to give their own lives like that unless they are led to do so for the sake of saving someone else.He didn't have to do anything at all, he could have walked away from all of this but, he saw it through right to the end, the suffering, the pain, the beatings, the humiliations, all of it. That takes love that humans cannot understand or comprehend. And all I want to do is to be able to say Thank You to the greatest man whoever walked this planet.

olaf
User ID: 6855332
Netherlands
12/09/2011 10:17 PM

well ehm it sucks as you already know.

from time too time they close the stream of souls on a lockdown.

and set them out elsewhere and if they are nice you get a game state instead of eons of there nothing slave crap.

i lived here it is not normal.

they way they like to say what needs to happen sucks.

ill chase them anyway with there xd stuff untill the last sand round thing i think.

or what happens zelden a last stand and bye bye lets seperate.

**Nobody in Particular**
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
so are you suggesting you are one of the 8 billion here? you know if you are or not. Doesn't sound like it. The message was directed to them, of the lucifer rebellion/galactic thug group. All others coming out of the evolution of this planet will simply be moved to any of several situations that are appropriate for their learning and where they are. I covered that in an earlier post in the stasis thread maybe a couple weeks ago now. There are many billions of souls maturing here NOT of the Lucifer Rebellion. Their stories are different. Where they are moved is different. It is these ones being evacuated off the planet, who are incarnate at any rate, those of the Rebellion who did not mature will remain for a very long time in a "sleep" condition as they are processed. They are staying in stasis ON the planet for a time, until the others being lifted off the planet are situated.

4 years ago the Reptilians were are removed, 8 billion of them too. These are just Reptilians folks, not part of the rebellion. They had been on the planet for 4 million years, and lived themselves in a rather controlled society. Most were not nasty power driven beings, just your ordinary every days folks too.

The power beings here who tended to "possess" or use people are the ones invisible. These ones for the most part will come off the planet enmass during the magnetic Reversal. That is what it does.

INcluding the folks in the astral realms who are not incarnate I would have no idea who many souls have been evolving on this world. LOTS. The astral realms most of the time, are more populated than the physical. The only folks going to "judgement" are those needing of it. Everyone else is just sorted. Many folks here from other worlds on a volunteer basis, will in fact mostly be sorted BACK HOME.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I don't know what to think,NIP< honestly. I am so confused as to all of this. I know that I don't like to think of what the dark thugs are gonna do. I hate violence but i do believe in self defense.I consider myself a people pleaser, which would make me a slave to those who swear they would rather lead than follow.

All I want is to understand. All i have ever wanted is to make others happy and to feel appreciated and useful. Don't you?

Why am I here if there is no need for me anymore?

Right now I feel un-needed and unwanted by even my own family.

Sad to think that you bust your butt all your life trying to make others happy and all you do is get shit on for it and then nobody needs you anymore and that's it. Can you understand how I feel?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2174731
Yes I can understand how you feel, and until I started this work I felt much the same. And I was in fact given the opportunity to leave, but made a different choice. Maybe its simply YOU have finished what you are here to do? Or maybe that the mass confusion is so bad you don't know what to do? Or can't find anything to do, or a combination of all of the above.

What is coming is a restart for so many of you, a step up the ladder, or a going home, and it will be JOYFUL. Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

I think that this is going to be my last trip here. I have this feeling inside that I know I'm going home somewhere, but it' has to be better than this. I know in my heart that once I see Those nail scarred hands that all i want to do is fall down on my knees and kiss them with tears of joy because he sacrificed so much for all of us and he didn't have to do it at all. And yet you don't see not one person here willing to give their own lives like that unless they are led to do so for the sake of saving someone else.He didn't have to do anything at all, he could have walked away from all of this but, he saw it through right to the end, the suffering, the pain, the beatings, the humiliations, all of it. That takes love that humans cannot understand or comprehend. And all I want to do is to be able to say Thank You to the greatest man whoever walked this planet.

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 2174731**

I started to ask once why he did have to do the crucifixion thing, because he still walked away from that to India. Seems like he could have boarded ship like he did after the crucifixion and just left, it was bad there. I don't understand why it was necessary for that extra mess. I don't usually remember to think about it, but it did otherwise cause the local thugs to believe he was dead, thus they would not have persued him.

olaf
User ID: 6855332
Netherlands
12/09/2011 10:18 PM

they teach what is wrong and when nothing happens they just throw it away and leave a few or something.

i will wait and nuke that antarctica anyway if i will for fun and live elsewhere man.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2174731
United States
12/09/2011 10:24 PM

...
All I want is to understand. All i have ever wanted is to make others happy and to feel appreciated and useful. Don't you? Why am I here if there is no need for me anymore? Right now I feel un-needed and unwanted by even my own family. Sad to think that you bust your butt all your life trying to make others happy and all you do is get shit on for it and then nobody needs you anymore and that's it. Can you understand how I feel?

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 2174731**

Yes I can understand how you feel, and until I started this work I felt much the same. And I was in fact given the opportunity to leave, but made a different choice. Maybe its simply YOU have finished what you are here to do? Or maybe that the mass confusion is so bad you don't know what to do? Or can't find anything to do, or a combination of all of the above.

What is coming is a restart for so many of you, a step up the ladder, or a going home, and it will be JOYFUL.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

I think that this is going to be my last trip here. I have this feeling inside that I know I'm going home somewhere, but it' has to be better than this. I know in my heart that once I see Those nail scarred hands that all i want to do is fall down on my knees and kiss them with tears of joy because he sacrificed so much for all of us and he didn't have to do it at all. And yet you don't see not one person here willing to give their own lives like that unless they are led to do so for the sake of saving someone else.He didn't have to do anything at all, he could have walked away from all of this but, he saw it through right to the end, the suffering, the pain, the beatings, the humiliations, all of it. That takes love that humans cannot understand or comprehend. And all I want to do is to be able to say Thank You to the greatest man whoever walked this planet.

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 2174731**

I started to ask once why he did have to do the crucifixon thing, because he still walked away from that to India. Seems like he could have boarded ship like he did after the crucifixon and just left, it was bad there. I don't understand why it was necessary for that extra mess. I don't usually remember to think about it, but it did otherwise cause the local thugs to believe he was dead, thus they would not have persued him.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

The religious leaders of that time would have chased him down had they known if he lived. They would have hounded him until they made sure he was dead and for good. They're doing it to the leaders of different countries here and now. They killed Mummar Ghaddaffi,imo they should never have done anything like that. it was horrible and it was wrong. Now I fear for Vladimir Putin.He might not be perfect, but still he deserves the chance to stay alive even if he has to go into hiding to do it. The dark ones are centralising their powers over each other. He knows this, too. They will kill each other off until only one is left standing and personally, I'd rather not be here, ya know? I just hope my children are taken as well as my grandson, whom i have never even met yet. They deserve to get off this planet. I hope they get that chance.
a word from satellite lookin at earth?

eh it looks kinda funny but they are pretty lame serious about the atom table and busy with making things for themself while going for?

the idea is funny when i eh look at it.

did they make it like that to have fun? hmmmlml some polute there own so much can't be funny.
do they like to say ooh man that was funny bye we made it up and never brought you anywhere?

olaf .

olaf .
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ET emissary
User ID: 4144070
United States
12/11/2011 11:20 PM
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The End is Come, Man did not Unify, But OH the Success
By Siraya thru Candace
Dec 10, 2011 - 5:23:49 PM

The End is Come

Man did not Unify in Brotherhood

But OH the SUCCESS!

Siraya

December 8, 2011

Quoting: firmament

eww icky yuck! very low vibrational & delusional

further proof of entities manipulating your ego spreading filthy lies & fear

Last Edited by ET emissary on 12/11/2011 11:20 PM

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/12/2011 05:30 AM

Quoting: firmament

eww icky yuck! very low vibrational & delusional
further proof of entities manipulating your ego spreading filthy lies & fear

Quoting: **ET emissary**

Hi ET emissary,

if it does not resonate with you...its OK.
You are always free to leave this thread.

Why you talk of fear I do not know. I do not fear our Creator, I trust in his wisdom and the Love he got for ALL his creation.

GOD BLESS 🌿

**Nobody in Particular**
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/12/2011 12:10 PM

ET emissary is enemy of the work of AH on purpose by his/her fruits. Has long chased this work around here.

_Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/12/2011 12:10 PM_

**ET emissary**
User ID: 4144070
United States
12/12/2011 12:58 PM

ET emissary is enemy of the work of AH on purpose by his/her fruits. Has long chased this work around here.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

Iol paranoia...
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details. Thankyou. NIP

I Am the Way, the Truth and the Life
By Christ Michael
Aug 27, 2010 - 9:45:07

'I Am the Way, the Truth and the Life.......-Christ Michael

"I Am the Way, the Truth and the Life. No man commeth unto the Father but by me"

This was a pivotal piece of teaching bequeathed by the Master Jesus when He walked your earth plane, yet how man truly understood its meaning. Man was not sufficiently ready to receive this truth then and is scarcely ready to receive it now. Yet it is significant that during these auspicious times when the planet is about to enter a new cycle of life where dimensions anew are to be experienced and earned, man must awaken to a higher understanding of himself and he can only do so if he understands Me. Milestones have been achieved by mortals in terms of advancement, yet spiritually they fail to attune themselves to a great truth that if understood could change the tenor of their existence and path of soul evolution. I come again this day to effort to explain this simple yet understated Truth.

I am the Way means that I am your ticket to a new destination. The ticket is only dispensed when a choice is knowingly made. You must choose Me through belief and active seeking and you will be given directions that will enable you to plot the coordinates that shall keep you on the path as you create an enduring alliance with Me. When you are able to make this choice you will clearly see that I Am the Way out of the illusion of mortality into the reality of immortality.

So we have primarily established that I Am the Way to eternal life. Yet eternal life can only be guaranteed for those who can find and free their inner God presence. It is I who shall direct you ones on the course that you must adopt to achieve this feat for first you must know Me before you can know yourself and be inclined to liberate that which is divine within you.

I would like to explore with you a different perspective of what it means when I say 'I AM the "Way".' The "Way" cannot be separated from the "Light" as the light brings clarity of purpose and engenders a clear path to the destiny of choice. The "Way and the "Light" therefore go hand in
hand. I say that the Way is the Light and I am the Way and therefore the Light.

Yet another perspective of the “Way” shall I offer to you. Did I not birth my creation from love, being the reason and root cause? Did I not create by way of electric light waves of motion from the stillness of my mind? Is it therefore not true to say that stillness motivated by love to create by light is the “Way”? Can you therefore not see that the “Way” is Love and Light and that when you choose Me you choose Love and Light? If Love and Light is the foundation of your earthly journey you will have found the “Way”.

Did I not think my creation into being? Am I therefore not within my creation? Is the ultimate goal not to return to Source? If I am my creation and within my creation then the only way back to the Source is through Me. Does this make sense to you ones who need to rationalize ME?

I AM the Way, I AM the Light and I AM the Love manifested in my creation. I created from a point of stillness through Light motion. Does this not mean that if you choose the “Way” you too can create all which you desire to create? The “Way” enables you to reflect and be all that the “Way” is for are you not also the “Way” through Oneness with Me? The Way you shall become when you find and know Me.

I AM the Truth.

Man fights amongst himself seeking to have his truth rendered as superior to another. Yet hardly do men know what Truth is. You cannot know Truth unless you know Me- The “Way”. For the “Way” shall always lead to the Truth. Man has belittled the Truth by tainting it with his personal agendas. The Truth is never influenced. It is impartial. It is inexplicable and beyond rationalization. The Truth must be known and that knowledge comes from knowing Me. Man's truth mostly is generated by that which is external, seldom reconcilable with his inner knowing and void of inner validation.

The TRUTH JUST IS AND IS JUST. That which is Truth knows only balance. It is as still, steadfast and immutable as the Creator. There lies no mystery or magic in Truth. I can say no more except to remind you that Truth emanates from within you because its origin is divine.

When you choose the “Way”, you choose the Truth and it is the Truth when known and accepted that shall lead you to attain the divine promise of eternal life. For at this point in your understanding you shall accept without hesitation that I AM THE LIFE, that which is eternal and so shall you be also when you can know this.

Beloveds the life I speak of is not of mortal orientation. It is life immortal to which I refer. Life resides only in the spirit not the flesh. The spirit is All- its longevity is guaranteed by the promise of eternal life. Yet eternal life is always a choice as much as a gift/promise. For I will never force my children to choose Me; they must freely make this choice. I can say to you that many have chosen to be uncreated instead of choosing Life. I wish to emphasize that even in your sphere of reality which is earth plane, you are eternal. Mortal death is merely a transition to allow the soul to take stock in order to determine the next level of experience needed along its ascending path.
You on earth during your incarnation must understand that your life on earth does not give you the freedom to do that which you please without being accountable or responsible. You do not, contrary to popular belief have one life to live. When you can understand that I am the Life and so too are you, then you will realize in your incarnation that what you do will always impact on the evolution of your immortal soul.

So what do I mean when I say "No man commeth unto the Father but by me".

The ultimate goal as I reminded you earlier is the return to the Source of ALL. Yet those created by Me can only return to the Source by Me for I AM THE WAY.

You cannot bypass Me to get to the Source for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot fudge your way to the Source without Me for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot cajole your way to the Source without me for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot say that Christ Michael does not exist and seek to make your way back to the Source for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot believe in the Source and not in Me for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot know of Me, denounce Me and choose the Source for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

When you know me, see me and hear me you will see, hear and know the Father, the Source- the Centre of All. I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE. You must become ONE WITH ME for I AM the Way to the Source.

My beloved children, it was a delight to once again effort to explain what this most crucial teaching means. I trust that I have brought clarity and ask that you ponder these words and see whether enlightenment dawns.

I am Christ Michael Aton, come this day to bring the word again and thank this my child for being the emissary of the truth.

Hazel

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.

Last Edited by **DOK** on 12/12/2011 05:42 PM

**ET emissary**  
User ID: 4144070  
United States  
12/12/2011 01:14 PM

Hi ET emissary,

if it does not resonate with you...its OK.
You are always free to leave this thread.

Why you talk of fear I do not know. I do not fear our Creator, I trust in his wisdom and the Love he got for ALL his creation.

GOD BLESS 🌼

Quoting: **firmament**

please be honest with yourself... our creator did not come here to keep bashing man & telling us that we have failed (like in the 'channeled' message above that has no wisdom or love), when in fact we clearly as a whole/collective have not failed...

creator has not come here to reward the 'chosen ones' & punish/judge the rest.. this is very superstitious religious mentality & it also happens to be a trap from manipulating entities or reptilians

the real creator does not demand or want any worship

creator is here working with people on a day to day basis assisting with re-evolution & spirituality

❤️

Last Edited by **ET emissary** on 12/14/2011 01:28 PM

**Nobody in Particular**  
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP  
User ID: 7000176  
United States  
12/12/2011 01:26 PM
Hi ET emissary,

if it does not resonate with you...its OK.
You are always free to leave this thread.

Why you talk of fear I do not know. I do not fear our Creator, I trust in his wisdom and the Love he got for ALL his creation.

GOD BLESS 😊

Quoting: firmament

please be honesty with yourself... our creator did not come here to keep bashing man & telling us that we have failed (like in the 'channeled' message above that has no wisdom or love), when in fact we clearly as a whole/collective have not failed...

creator has not come here to reward the
'chosen ones' & punish/judge the rest.. this is very superstitious religious mentality & it also happens to be a trap from manipulating entities or reptilians

the real creator does not demand or want any worship

creator is here working with people on a day to day basis assisting with re-evolution & spirituality

😊

Quoting: ET emissary

To be honest ET, you know nothing of the purpose of those of us in AH. We teach the how it is. Man as in 8 billion fallen angels/galactic thugs did fail as a group. 1 billion were successful in returning to their former glory, and 1 billion have reached 51% or more karma clearance and get to continue to effort unity after the long stasis.

Otherwise, had these 8 billion been successful, working thru the many races over time, this would be a glorious world entering Light and Life, and UNITY. It is clearly NOT. Look around you. We of AH are from outside the earth, looking in for our own training purposes which very from person to person. During the process we are trying to educate people of the WHAT IS. As always YOU can take it or leave it.

Instead these fallen ones decided to keep this planet and some wish to destroy it, other wise to call themselves the chosen race who will keep it come hell or high water. They are lucky they
won't be seeing hell or high water.

They were given opportunity to learn WHY following Lucifer was in error, and maybe someday they will finally learn. only a Relatively small number will face the Ancients of Days to discuss their potential uncreation which is the uttermost example of the AMAZING GRACE of the higher realms. MOST will get at some point another chance.

_Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/12/2011 01:34 PM_

**ET emissary**  
User ID: 4144070  
United States  
12/12/2011 02:59 PM

To be honest ET, you know nothing of the purpose of those of us in AH.  
Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

actually i know plenty since i used to be a member of your forum in the last few months of 2010 back when i used to be a follower of your messages/website

everyone on your forum thinks they are in a 'special club' directly connected to god & think that the world is against them if they do not share the same belief systems as they do... also they are too afraid to confront you on the many inconsistencies & lies within the messages out of fear of being labeled an enemy & kicked out... so i left your forum of close-minded fearful people & decided to confront you here on glp

if i remember correctly, you were an older lady with a red t-shirt & white hair on that forum

We teach the how it is. Man as in 8 billion fallen angels/galactic thugs did fail as a group. 1 billion were successful in returning to their former glory, and 1 billion have reached 51% or more karma clearance and get to continue to effort unity after the long stasis.

Otherwise, had these 8 billion been successful, working thru the many races over time, this would be a glorious world entering Light and Life, and UNITY. It is clearly NOT. Look around you. We of AH are from outside the earth, looking in for our own training purposes which very from person to person. During the process we are trying to educate people of the WHAT IS. As always YOU can take it or leave it.

Instead these fallen ones decided to keep this planet and some wish to destroy it, other wise to call themselves the chosen race who will keep it come hell or high water. They are lucky they won't be seeing hell or high water.

They were given opportunity to learn WHY following Lucifer was in error, and maybe someday they will finally learn. only a Relatively small number will face the Ancients of Days to discuss their
potential uncreation which is the uttermost example of the AMAZING GRACE of the higher realms. MOST will get at some point another chance.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

no NiP... this is not a karma game down here on earth.. creator is not here sitting watching people deciding which will please him or whatever in order to receive their 'reward'...

rewards are offered & given by the manipulators like a human giving a dog a reward/treat for obedience

you read all that stuff in false books & channeled material & because you heavily invested your ego into it... you refuse to change belief-systems & have this fantasy that you are part of the chosen ones to be 'rewarded' when in fact you are being played!

wake-up already

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7000176
United States
12/12/2011 04:53 PM

To be honest ET, you know nothing of the purpose of those of us in AH.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

actually i know plenty since i used to be a member of your forum in the last few months of 2010 back when i used to be a follower of your messages/website

everyone on your forum thinks they are in a 'special club' directly connected to god & think that the world is against them if they do not share the same belief systems as they do... also they are too afraid to confront you on the many inconsistencies & lies within the messages out of fear of being labeled an enemy & kicked out... so i left your forum of close-minded fearful people & decided to confront you here on glp

if i remember correctly, you were an older lady with a red t-shirt & white hair on that forum

We teach the how it is. Man as in 8 billion fallen angels/galactic thugs did fail as a group. 1 billion were successful in returning to their former glory, and 1 billion have reached 51% or more karma clearance and get to continue to effort unity after the long stasis.

Otherwise, had these 8 billion been successful, working thru the many races over time, this would be a glorious world entering Light and Life, and UNITY. It is clearly NOT. Look around you. We of AH are from outside the earth, looking in for our own training purposes which very from person to person. During the process we are trying to educate people of the WHAT IS. As always YOU can take it or leave it.
Instead these fallen ones decided to keep this planet and some wish to destroy it, other wise to call themselves the chosen race who will keep it come hell or high water. They are lucky they won't be seeing hell or high water.

They were given opportunity to learn WHY following Lucifer was in error, and maybe someday they will finally learn. only a Relatively small number will face the Ancients of Days to discuss their potential uncreation which is the uttermost example of the AMAZING GRACE of the higher realms. MOST will get at some point another chance.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

no NiP... this is not a karma game down here on earth.. creator is not here sitting watching people deciding which will please him or whatever in order to receive their 'reward' ...

rewards are offered & given by the manipulators like a human giving a dog a reward/treat for obedience

you read all that stuff in false books & channeled material & because you heavily invested your ego into it... you refuse to change belief-systems & have this fantasy that you are part of the chosen ones to be 'rewarded' when in fact you are being played!

wake-up already

Quoting: ET emissary

I see then apparently you have been a member of my forum in the past. So why your comment about the OLD Lady I have always been honest. Yes I was wearing a red t shirt who what's your beef? Michael of Nebadon as Creator of Nebadon IS here. I have been on his craft and sat with him personally. I happen to thus know of what I speak. Guess what the first time I met him that way he was wearing red too. You do not walk my shoes any more than I walk yours. My story is as it has happened and you do not describe me as I am.

Hopefully we have removed YOU from my forum though, we took off everybody that had not logged in a year and shortly it will be everyone who has not logged in more recently.

I don't have belief systems ET to change. My purpose is truth. Which false books do I read? Make a list here. Oh and by the way all special interest forums are private clubs, ok. No matter their purpose.

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/12/2011 05:10 PM

ET emissary
User ID: 4144070
United States
12/12/2011 08:40 PM
To be honest ET, you know nothing of the purpose of those of us in AH.
Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

actually i know plenty since i used to be a member of your forum in the last few months of 2010 back when i used to be a follower of your messages/website

everyone on your forum thinks they are in a 'special club' directly connected to god & think that the world is against them if they do not share the same belief systems as they do... also they are too afraid to confront you on the many inconsistencies & lies within the messages out of fear of being labeled an enemy & kicked out... so i left your forum of close-minded fearful people & decided to confront you here on glp

if i remember correctly, you were an older lady with a red t-shirt & white hair on that forum

We teach the how it is. Man as in 8 billion fallen angels/galactic thugs did fail as a group. 1 billion were successful in returning to their former glory, and 1 billion have reached 51% or more karma clearance and get to continue to effort unity after the long stasis.

Otherwise, had these 8 billion been successful, working thru the many races over time, this would be a glorious world entering Light and Life, and UNITY. It is clearly NOT. Look around you. We of AH are from outside the earth, looking in for our own training purposes which very from person to person. During the process we are trying to educate people of the WHAT IS. As always YOU can take it or leave it.

Instead these fallen ones decided to keep this planet and some wish to destroy it, other wise to call themselves the chosen race who will keep it come hell or high water. They are lucky they won't be seeing hell or high water.

They were given opportunity to learn WHY following Lucifer was in error, and maybe someday they will finally learn. only a Relatively small number will face the Ancients of Days to discuss their potential uncreation which is the uttermost example of the AMAZING GRACE of the higher realms. MOST will get at some point another chance.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

no NiP... this is not a karma game down here on earth.. creator is not here sitting watching people deciding which will please him or whatever in order to receive their 'reward' ...

rewards are offered & given by the manipulators like a human giving a dog a reward/treat for obedience

you read all that stuff in false books & channeled material & because you heavily invested your ego into it... you refuse to change belief-systems & have this fantasy that you are part of the chosen ones to be 'rewarded' when in fact you are being played!

wake-up already
Quoting: **ET emissary**

I see then apparently you have been a member of my forum in the past. So why your comment about the OLD Lady I have always been honest. Yes I was wearing a red t shirt who what's your beef? Michael of Nebadon as Creator of Nebadon IS here. I have been on his craft and sat with him personally. I happen to thus know of what I speak. Guess what the first time I met him that
way he was wearing red too. You do not walk my shoes any more than I walk yours. My story is as it has happened and you do not describe me as I am.

Hopefully we have removed YOU from my forum though, we took off everybody that had not logged in a year and shortly it will be everyone who has not logged in more recently.

I don't have belief systems ET to change. My purpose is truth. Which false books do I read? Make a list here. Oh and by the way all special interest forums are private clubs, ok. No matter their purpose.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

false books such as the urantia book, phoenix journals & anything else that mentions this 'archangel michael' or 'christ michael' character in its numerous names/disguises...

because the manipulators have anticipated that many people would not submit to the lies & fears of ordinary religions so they created another type of religious cult & messiah matrix which awakening people would become susceptible to

i have been exposing this cult-mentality because it is leading spiritually vulnerable & undiscerning people into Deception

Last Edited by ET emissary on 12/12/2011 08:41 PM

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/13/2011 12:23 AM

false books such as the urantia book, phoenix journals & anything else that mentions this 'archangel michael' or 'christ michael' character in its numerous names/disguises...

because the manipulators have anticipated that many people would not submit to the lies & fears of ordinary religions so they created another type of religious cult & messiah matrix which awakening people would become susceptible to

i have been exposing this cult-mentality because it is leading spiritually vulnerable & undiscerning people into Deception

Quoting: ET emissary

Excuse me for butting in, but you're logic is a bit faulty. Even if Candace is a false prophet, it doesn't imply anything about the Urantia Book or the Phoenix Journals. Personally, I think the Urantia Book is 95% true and the Phoenix Journals 5% true, but none of that involves Candace; she's just borrowing material. The only thing you can blame her for are the messages. And even if these messages are false, messages from Christ Michael/Jesus have been around for several years from a large number of sources unrelated to AH. As for Archangel Michael, this is more like a title than a normal name and he is mentioned in the bible.
false books such as the urantia book, phoenix journals & anything else that mentions this 'archangel michael' or 'christ michael' character in its numerous names/disguises...

because the manipulators have anticipated that many people would not submit to the lies & fears of ordinary religions so they created another type of religious cult & messiah matrix which awakening people would become susceptible to

i have been exposing this cult-mentality because it is leading spiritually vulnerable & undiscerning people into Deception

Quoting: **ET emissary**

Excuse me for butting in, but you're logic is a bit faulty. Even if Candace is a false prophet, it doesn't imply anything about the Urantia Book or the Phoenix Journals. Personally, I think the Urantia Book is 95% true and the Phoenix Journals 5% true, but none of that involves Candace; she's just borrowing material. The only thing you can blame her for are the messages. And even if these messages are false, messages from Christ Michael/Jesus have been around for several years from a large number of sources unrelated to AH. As for Archangel Michael, this is more like a title than a normal name and he is mentioned in the bible.

Quoting: **overmind**

it is a title, he is the Arch Angel of the resurrection. Whenever its resurrection time at the end of the age, of an planet, an archangel representing the Michael of the local universe is in charge. So he is called the Arch Angel OF Michael. 
It is the Arch Angel OF Michael present at these time, who is also providing teaching. His name is not Michael, but he has allowed people to call him such. He has told me to just let it stand so I call him AA Michael too when we converse. You people have NO COSMOLOGY on this world, except the Urantia Book which was given because you have NO COSMOLOGY on this world. You have NO idea how the cosmos runs, so you needed a BOOK to tell you before thee end of the age. This modern material was PROMISED IN YOUR BIBLE. Someplace, I forget where.

However Michael of Revelations is Michael of Nebadon, not AA Michael. Thanks for your post
overmind, much appreciated.

**Last Edited by **Nobody in Particular** on 12/13/2011 12:45 AM**

**overmind**  
User ID: 3022476  
United States  
12/13/2011 01:12 AM

Remember Candace, I'm not defending you personally, I'm straightening out information. I'm fine with people believing what they want as long as they don't make faulty assumptions from bad logic. ET emissary was making a fallacy of division; I had to say something. We'll see if your version of truth somehow plays a part in world events this month; if everything is "delayed" again, I'm moving on with my life.

**Last Edited by **overmind** on 12/13/2011 01:15 AM**

**Sir Phydeau**  
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.  
User ID: 5465427  
United States  
12/13/2011 01:54 AM
Remember Candace, I'm not defending you personally, I'm straightening out information. I'm fine with people believing what they want as long as they don't make faulty assumptions from bad logic. ET emissary was making a fallacy of division; I had to say something. We'll see if your version of truth somehow plays a part in world events this month; if everything is "delayed" again, I'm moving on with my life.

Quoting: overmind

Tiago63
User ID: 7044940
Brazil
12/13/2011 07:47 AM

So much talk, so much discussions. All of this is useless, a waste of time.
Let the Father do his Work because his Work will be done, regardless of our opinions.
Let us be in constant contact with our Inner Self.
So be it!

Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/13/2011 12:27 PM

So much talk, so much discussions. All of this is useless, a waste of time.
Let the Father do his Work because his Work will be done, regardless of our opinions.
Let us be in constant contact with our Inner Self.
So be it!
Quoting: Tiago63
Yes Tiago 63,

so be it!

Love to ALL of you

GOD BLESS 🌟
firmament

**ET emissary**
User ID: 4144070

United States
12/13/2011 01:41 PM

false books such as the urantia book, phoenix journals & anything else that mentions this 'archangel michael' or 'christ michael' character in its numerous names/disguises...

because the manipulators have anticipated that many people would not submit to the lies & fears of ordinary religions so they created another type of religious cult & messiah matrix which awakening people would become susceptible to

i have been exposing this cult-mentality because it is leading spiritually vulnerable & undiscerning people into Deception

Quoting: **ET emissary**

Excuse me for butting in, but you're logic is a bit faulty. Even if Candace is a false prophet, it doesn't imply anything about the Urantia Book or the Phoenix Journals. Personally, I think the Urantia Book is 95% true and the Phoenix Journals 5% true, but none of that involves Candace; she's just borrowing material. The only thing you can blame her for are the messages. And even if these messages are false, messages from Christ Michael/Jesus have been around for several years from a large number of sources unrelated to AH. As for Archangel Michael, this is more like a title than a normal name and he *is* mentioned in the bible.

Quoting: **overmind**

it is a title, he is the Arch Angel of the resurrection. Whenever its resurrection time at the end of the age, of an planet, an archangel representing the Michael of the local universe is in charge. So he is called the Arch Angel OF Michael.

It is the Arch Angel OF Michael present at these time, who is also providing teaching. His name is not Michael, but he has allowed people to call him such. He has told me to just let it stand so I call him AA Michael too when we converse. You people have NO COSMOLOGY on this world, except the Urantia Book which was given because you have NO COSMOLOGY on this world. You have
NO idea how the cosmos runs, so you needed a BOOK to tell you before thee end of the age. This modern material was PROMISED IN YOUR BIBLE. Someplace, I forget where.

However Michael of Revelations is Michael of Nebadon, not AA Michael. Thanks for your post overmind, much appreciated.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

for me... the urantia book does not sound or feel 'right'...

it has draconian hierarchies, names & ways of ordering things... it absolutely does not describe how our universe really looks like or functions... it is a massive distraction/illusion

imo the urantia book was created by the same manipulators who created the bible & our religions... it was made to snare spiritual people who would not easily submit to the bible & regular religions... so 'they' created a more complex sounding religious cult

Last Edited by ET emissary on 12/13/2011 02:31 PM

ET emissary
User ID: 4144070
United States
12/13/2011 01:50 PM
We'll see if your version of truth somehow plays a part in world events this month; if everything is "delayed" again, I'm moving on with my life.

Quoting: overmind

please do not hesitate or be afraid to liberate yourself... the sooner the better

Because none of her lies/fears have ever taken place nor will they ever take place because 1. that is not how creator is working with the planet & 2. because those messages are coming from manipulators who seek to create maximum confuse during these transforming times

Last Edited by ET emissary on 12/13/2011 02:22 PM

ET emissary
User ID: 4144070
United States
12/13/2011 01:55 PM

So much talk, so much discussions. All of this is useless, a waste of time.
Let the Father do his Work because his Work will be done, regardless of our opinions.
Let us be in constant contact with our Inner Self.
So be it!

Quoting: Tiago63

it is useless & a waste of time to put the responsibility of doing your inner spiritual work/development into the hands of some illusory father character

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/13/2011 03:56 PM

for me... the urantia book does not sound or feel 'right'...

it has draconian hierarchies, names & ways of ordering things... it absolutely does not describe how our universe really looks like or functions... it is a massive distraction/illusion

imo the urantia book was created by the same manipulators who created the bible & our
religions... it was made to snare spiritual people who would not easily submit to the bible & regular religions... so 'they' created a more complex sounding religious cult

Quoting: ET emissary

And how much have you actually read? Right now you are saying every past form of revelation and every religion is completely false, created by "manipulators". You're the one spreading a message of fear here and now you have a big burden of proof on your shoulders. The Urantia Book reveals information on history, God, the universe and the life of Jesus, but it doesn't force a belief system on anyone. It just sheds more light on why loving yourself and loving others as yourself is important for the soul and the universe itself. Any spiritual person knows the importance of love. There is no religious cult either, the only thing that has resulted are some study groups, at least where the Urantia Foundation is concerned. Candace is so untrustworthy in your eyes, that whatever material she uses must be false; that is a fallacy of division.

I suggest you read this pdf by the way: [link to www.triplecircle.com]

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/13/2011 04:26 PM

We'll see if your version of truth somehow plays a part in world events this month; if everything is "delayed" again, I'm moving on with my life.

Quoting: overmind

please do not hesitate or be afraid to liberate yourself... the sooner the better

Because none of her lies/fears have ever taken place nor will they ever take place because 1. that is not how creator is working with the planet & 2. because those messages are coming from manipulators who seek to create maximum confuse during these transforming times

Quoting: ET emissary

And I partially agree with you, I'm not blindly following someone. Multiple scenarios could play out; the more I know about, the less I will be surprised about and the easier it will be for me to make decisions. I won't ignore information out of the fear of disinformation. We had a discussion before, you were the guy who believed in a so-claimed starseed of Pleiades origin who didn't know the difference between the caduceus and the rod of Asclepius. I know that you spend a significant amount of your time blaming things on "reptilians", but remember that this in-itself is a belief system created by the new age movement, propagated by people like David dIcke. It's likely that you're just gullible, and possess a fear of information you don't understand because you have trouble noticing frauds. Have a nice day.

ET emissary
User ID: 4144070
for me... the urantia book does not sound or feel 'right'...

it has draconian hierarchies, names & ways of ordering things... it absolutely does not describe how our universe really looks like or functions... it is a massive distraction/illusion

imo the urantia book was created by the same manipulators who created the bible & our religions... it was made to snare spiritual people who would not easily submit to the bible & regular religions... so 'they' created a more complex sounding religious cult

Quoting: **ET emissary**

And how much have you actually read? Right now you are saying every past form of revelation and every religion is completely false, created by "manipulators". You're the one spreading a message of fear here and now you have a big burden of proof on your shoulders. The Urantia Book reveals information on history, God, the universe and the life of Jesus, but it doesn't force a belief system on anyone. It just sheds more light on why loving yourself and loving others as yourself is important for the soul and the universe itself. Any spiritual person knows the importance of love. There is no religious cult either, the only thing that has resulted are some study groups, at least where the Urantia Foundation is concerned. Candace is so untrustworthy in your eyes, that whatever material she uses must be false; that is a fallacy of division.

I suggest you read this pdf by the way: [link to www.triplecircle.com]

Quoting: **overmind**

just because the religions & urantia book were created by manipulators that doesn't mean there isn't some 'truth' contained within them... but you have to understand that the manipulators have mixed truths with lies in order to fool people that it is all true... when viewing the larger picture, these religions & cults have only one goal & that is to be a 'spiritual booby-trap'

sure it may mention some truths about love & morality but did you not know that already in the first place? & at what cost now? that the whole book must be truth? & from god? & that you must now worship this god & what he says...

there is nothing to fear about facing this truth that the manipulators have specifically created religions & the urantia book

& lastly... did you even read NiPs latest 'channeled' message? it is the most anti-human message to date... demonizing all of humanity

it is extremely hateful/vile & contains no love whatsoever

*Last Edited by **ET emissary** on 12/13/2011 06:00 PM*
Re: Now A Word from OUR Sponsor

We’ll see if your version of truth somehow plays a part in world events this month; if everything is "delayed" again, I’m moving on with my life.

Quoting: overmind

please do not hesitate or be afraid to liberate yourself... the sooner the better

Because none of her lies/fears have ever taken place nor will they ever take place because 1. that is not how creator is working with the planet & 2. because those messages are coming from manipulators who seek to create maximum confuse during these transforming times

Quoting: ET emissary

And I partially agree with you, I'm not blindly following someone. Multiple scenarios could play out; the more I know about, the less I will be surprised about and the easier it will be for me to make decisions. I won't ignore information out of the fear of disinformation. We had a discussion before, you were the guy who believed in a so-called starseed of Pleiades origin who didn’t know the difference between the caduceus and the rod of Asclepius. I know that you spend a significant amount of your time blaming things on "reptilians", but remember that this in-itself is a belief system created by the new age movement, propagated by people like David dIcke. It's likely that you're just gullible, and possess a fear of information you don't understand because you have trouble noticing frauds. Have a nice day.

Quoting: overmind

i don't blame everything on the reptilians... but the reptilians have played a major role in our dilemma ...

clearly there are many humans in positions of power that would rather keep things as they are for whatever reasons... maybe because it benefits them or they may not know certain things

& again i did not get any of my information about reptilians from David dIcke(i dont know why it posts his name like that) however to a certain extent he does speak some truths about the reptilians & their involvement

Last Edited by ET emissary on 12/13/2011 05:50 PM
for me... the urantia book does not sound or feel 'right'...

it has draconian hierarchies, names & ways of ordering things... it absolutely does not describe how our universe really looks like or functions... it is a massive distraction/illusion

imo the urantia book was created by the same manipulators who created the bible & our religions... it was made to snare spiritual people who would not easily submit to the bible & regular religions... so 'they' created a more complex sounding religious cult

Quoting: ET emissary

And how much have you actually read? Right now you are saying every past form of revelation and every religion is completely false, created by "manipulators". You're the one spreading a message of fear here and now you have a big burden of proof on your shoulders. The Urantia Book reveals information on history, God, the universe and the life of Jesus, but it doesn't force a belief system on anyone. It just sheds more light on why loving yourself and loving others as yourself is important for the soul and the universe itself. Any spiritual person knows the importance of love. There is no religious cult either, the only thing that has resulted are some study groups, at least where the Urantia Foundation is concerned. Candace is so untrustworthy in your eyes, that whatever material she uses must be false; that is a fallacy of division.

I suggest you read this pdf by the way: [link to www.triplecircle.com]

Quoting: overmind

just because the religions & urantia book were created by manipulators that doesn't mean there isn't some 'truth' contained within them... but you have to understand that the manipulators have mixed truths with lies in order to fool people that it is all true... when viewing the larger picture, these religions & cults have only one goal & that is to be a 'spiritual booby-trap'

sure it may mention some truths about love & morality but did you not know that already in the first place? & at what cost now? that the whole book must be truth? & from god? & that you must now worship this god & what he says...

there is nothing to fear about facing this truth that the manipulators have specifically created religions & the urantia book

& lastly... did you even read NiPs latest message?
it is the most anti-human message to date... demonizing all of humanity

it is extremely hateful/vile & contains no love whatsoever

Quoting: ET emissary
As I've said before, I don't support NiP. You would have to direct me to the message because I haven't noticed anything of that nature. I have not made the argument that the Urantia Book is truth because it simply involves love, don't put words in my mouth. I only stated that love is an important part of it. Read the pdf, I provided at least a little evidence to support my position.

Real religion is one's personal relationship with God, it is the only religion I'm a part of. I can understand why it is hard to accept human error for what it is, and blaming aliens is a powerful escape, but shifting blame won't solve any problems. No alien from a different dimension is going to change my direction. I will decide how my eternal destiny plays out; that is my right as a soul with freewill and no force in this universe is capable of getting in my way. Nothing is capable of changing my status as one of God's beloved children. The same is true for everyone else.

Now let's recap. You believe religion on this planet contains enough truth to attract people, but is mixed with lies on purpose. In some cases this is true (like portions of the Old Testament), but some of these lies are actually misunderstandings. I'm going to go a bit farther than you and say that no belief system created on earth is 100% right, nor can be proven to be 100% right or wrong because of man's inability to discern ultimate truth from higher sources. Any and every belief that cannot be proven is debatable, and either requires trust or faith. This involves your own belief in manipulating aliens as well as my belief that humans are fully capable of making this planet a shithole all by themselves.

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/13/2011 06:33 PM

i don't blame everything on the reptilians... but the reptilians have played a major role in our dilemma ...

clearly there are many humans in positions of power that would rather keep things as they are for whatever reasons... maybe because it benefits them or they may not know certain things

& again i did not get any of my information about reptilians from David dLcke(i dont know why it posts his name like that) however to a certain extent he does speak some truths about the reptilians & their involvement
Quoting: ET emissary

If you read carefully, I never accused you of listening to David. I only mention his name because he is a big source for this sort of stuff.

IS-BE
User ID: 6788562
United States
12/13/2011 07:58 PM
As I've said before, I don't support NiP. You would have to direct me to the message because I haven't noticed anything of that nature. I have not made the argument that the Urantia Book is truth because it simply involves love, don't put words in my mouth. I only stated that love is an important part of it. Read the pdf, I provided at least a little evidence to support my position.

Real religion is one's personal relationship with God, it is the only religion I'm a part of. I can understand why it is hard to accept human error for what it is, and blaming aliens is a powerful escape, but shifting blame won't solve any problems. No alien from a different dimension is going to change my direction. I will decide how my eternal destiny plays out; that is my right as a soul with free will and no force in this universe is capable of getting in my way. Nothing is capable of changing my status as one of God's beloved children. The same is true for everyone else.

Now let's recap. You believe religion on this planet contains enough truth to attract people, but is mixed with lies on purpose. In some cases this is true (like portions of the Old Testament), but some of these lies are actually misunderstandings. I'm going to go a bit farther than you and say that no belief system created on earth is 100% right, nor can be proven to be 100% right or wrong because of man's inability to discern ultimate truth from higher sources. Any and every belief that cannot be proven is debatable, and either requires trust or faith. This involves your own belief in manipulating aliens as well as my belief that humans are fully capable of making this planet a shithole all by themselves.

Quoting: overmind

well you have the free will to think that the urantia book is authentic...

i do not want to download your link... i have a copy of the urantia book & i have already come to the conclusion as explained many time before that it is not authentic nor does it describe the real creator & how creation works
compared to regular religions... the urantia book is a much more sophisticated spiritual booby-trap

Last Edited by ET emissary on 12/13/2011 09:04 PM

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/13/2011 09:08 PM

So much talk, so much discussions. All of this is useless, a waste of time.
Let the Father do his Work because his Work will be done, regardless of our opinions.
Let us be in constant contact with our Inner Self.
So be it!
Quoting: Tiago63

it is useless & a waste of time to put the responsibility of doing your inner spiritual work/development into the hands of some illusory father character
Quoting: ET emissary

your inner development is aided by that piece of MIND OF THE FATHER that "overshadows" your mind and if you don't listen to it, your evolution will take a lot longer.

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/13/2011 09:46 PM

As I've said before, I don't support NiP. You would have to direct me to the message because I haven't noticed anything of that nature. I have not made the argument that the Urantia Book is truth because it simply involves love, don't put words in my mouth. I only stated that love is an important part of it. Read the pdf, I provided at least a little evidence to support my position.

Real religion is one's personal relationship with God, it is the only religion I'm a part of. I can understand why it is hard to accept human error for what it is, and blaming aliens is a powerful escape, but shifting blame won't solve any problems. No alien from a different dimension is going to change my direction. I will decide how my eternal destiny plays out; that is my right as a soul
with freewill and no force in this universe is capable of getting in my way. Nothing is capable of changing my status as one of God's beloved children. The same is true for everyone else.

Now let's recap. You believe religion on this planet contains enough truth to attract people, but is mixed with lies on purpose. In some cases this is true (like portions of the Old Testament), but some of these lies are actually misunderstandings. I'm going to go a bit farther than you and say that no belief system created on earth is 100% right, nor can be proven to be 100% right or wrong because of man's inability to discern ultimate truth from higher sources. Any and every belief that cannot be proven is debatable, and either requires trust or faith. This involves your own belief in manipulating aliens as well as my belief that humans are fully capable of making this planet a shithole all by themselves.

Quoting: **overmind**

well you have the free will to think that the urantia book is authentic...

i do not want to download your link... i have a copy of the urantia book & i have already come to the conclusion as explained many time before that it is not authentic nor does it describe the real creator & how creation works

compared to regular religions... the urantia book is a much more sophisticated spiritual booby-trap

Quoting: **ET emissary**

And I've already explained that the link provides evidence that it is authentic; it's about **scientific validation**. It's clear that since you won't analyze evidence contrary to your beliefs, you possess the same characteristics of a religious fundamentalist. Put bluntly, you're too opinionated. Surely you must realize that people won't take you seriously if you don't provide evidence AND ignore theirs? I'm open for an active discussion, but it's pointless when someone behaves this way. So let me get back to the task at hand, what evidence do you possess to support your case?

**ET emissary**
User ID: 4144070
United States
12/13/2011 10:39 PM

And I've already explained that the link provides evidence that it is authentic; it's about **scientific validation**. It's clear that since you won't analyze evidence contrary to your beliefs, you possess the same characteristics of a religious fundamentalist. Put bluntly, you're too opinionated. Surely you must realize that people won't take you seriously if you don't provide evidence AND ignore theirs? I'm open for an active discussion, but it's pointless when someone behaves this way. So let me get back to the task at hand, what evidence do you possess to support your case?

Quoting: **overmind**

no, i dont want to download horseshit onto my computer lol
provide a website link instead.. then ill check it out

**ET emissary**  
User ID: 4144070  
United States  
12/13/2011 10:47 PM

So much talk, so much discussions. All of this is useless, a waste of time.  
Let the Father do his Work because his Work will be done, regardless of our opinions.  
Let us be in constant contact with our Inner Self.  
So be it!  
Quoting: **Tiago63**

it is useless & a waste of time to put the responsibility of doing your inner spiritual work/development into the hands of some illusory father character  
Quoting: **ET emissary**

your inner development is aided by that piece of MIND OF THE FATHER that "overshadows" your mind and if you don't listen to it, your evolution will take a lot longer.  
Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

NiP you keep talking about the 'MIND'... yet you don't use your own 'MIND' in figuring out that those messages are not from benevolent beings despite all the evidence..  
(Hint: listen to your --> HEART <-- First, since that is more important than listening to your 'MIND')

**Nobody in Particular**  
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP  
User ID: 7049086  
United States  
12/13/2011 10:51 PM

So much talk, so much discussions. All of this is useless, a waste of time.  
Let the Father do his Work because his Work will be done, regardless of our opinions.
Let us be in constant contact with our Inner Self.
So be it!
Quoting: Tiago63

it is useless & a waste of time to put the responsibility of doing your inner spiritual work/development into the hands of some illusory father character
Quoting: ET emissary

your inner development is aided by that piece of MIND OF THE FATHER that "overshadows" your mind and if you don't listen to it, your evolution will take a lot longer.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

NiP you keep talking about the 'MIND'... yet you don't use your own 'MIND' in figuring out that those messages are not from benevolent beings despite all the evidence..
(Hint: listen to your --> HEART <-- First, since that is more important than listening to your 'MIND')
Quoting: ET emissary

Sorry fail on that one. I KNOW THEM.

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/13/2011 11:53 PM

And I've already explained that the link provides evidence that it is authentic; it's about scientific validation. It's clear that since you won't analyze evidence contrary to your beliefs, you possess the same characteristics of a religious fundamentalist. Put bluntly, you're too opinionated. Surely you must realize that people won't take you seriously if you don't provide evidence AND ignore theirs? I'm open for an active discussion, but it's pointless when someone behaves this way. So let me get back to the task at hand, what evidence do you possess to support your case?
Quoting: overmind

no, i dont want to download horseshit onto my computer lol

provide a website link instead.. then ill check it out
Quoting: ET emissary

You misunderstand, the pdf should open in the web browser. Maybe I wasn't clear enough. If anything were to save, it would only be a temp file.
what evidence do you possess to support your case?

Quoting: overmind

well the biggest(literally) 'evidence' i can point out for negative alien manipulation is... the Moon!!! hidden in plain sight lol

billions of people have seen it yet few question why it does not spin as in we only see one side of it all the time or why its so large & so close in proximity to earth

the 'moon' is basically an artificial satellite

the moon also helped them set up a time-matrix as well as affecting earths weather

earths tilt has also been artificially induced to create extreme weather conditions & four seasons to complement the time-matrix

next we have the topic of our DNA... ever wonder why we use a small percent of our DNA? our DNA did not deactivate by itself lol

'someone' deactivated our DNA to make us more manageable

because there is no such thing as 'junk DNA'... if we had full DNA active we would be awesome human creatures.. capable of natural rejuvenation among other things
Sorry fail on that one. I KNOW THEM.
Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

yea i know... you think you know everything

;)-

*Last Edited by *ET emissary* on 12/14/2011 12:18 AM*

**overmind**
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/14/2011 01:22 AM

what evidence do you possess to support your case?
Quoting: **overmind**

well the biggest(literally) 'evidence' i can point out for negative alien manipulation is... the Moon!!!
hidden in plain sight lol

billions of people have seen it yet few question why it does not spin as in we only see one side of it all the time or why its so large & so close in proximity to earth

the 'moon' is basically an artificial satellite

the moon also helped them set up a time-matrix as well as affecting earths weather

earths tilt has also been artificially induced to create extreme weather conditions & four seasons to complement the time-matrix

next we have the topic of our DNA... ever wonder why we use a small percent of our DNA? our DNA did not deactivate by itself lol

'someone' deactivated our DNA to make us more manageable
because there is no such thing as 'junk DNA'... if we had full DNA active we would be awesome human creatures.. capable of natural rejuvenation among other things

Quoting: ET emissary

I agree that our DNA was manipulated, but I blame Caligastia for this. There is also the problem that our DNA wasn't improved enough from our early evolutionary stage, and that is covered in the story of the Adamic default. However, some of the dormant DNA we have can be activated through willpower, although I can't adequately explain how this works. I haven't learned much about human DNA, it's not where I focus my research time.

For the moon part, I do believe it is possible that there are at least structures on the moon. I've seen where NASA edited the photos. As for the origin, I believe it is natural and was formed before life even existed on this planet. One reason why the origin of the moon is mysterious is because scientists still aren't entirely sure how the solar system was formed in the first place; I believe they are still supporting the nebular hypothesis right now, but that could change.

Last Edited by overmind on 12/14/2011 01:23 AM

DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
12/14/2011 08:53 AM

Sorry fail on that one. I KNOW THEM.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

yea i know... you think you know everything

;)

Quoting: ET emissary

NIP DID NOT SAY SHE KNOWS ABOUT THEM...indicating intellectual knowing...

She said SHE KNOWS THEM....PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP AND KNOWING

HUGE DIFFERENCE!

ET emissary
User ID: 4144070
United States
12/14/2011 12:42 PM
Sorry fail on that one. I KNOW THEM.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

yea i know... you think you know everything

;-)
Quoting: ET emissary

NIP DID NOT SAY SHE KNOWS ABOUT THEM...indicating intellectual knowing...

She said SHE KNOWS THEM....PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP AND KNOWING

HUGE DIFFERENCE!
Quoting: DOK

she thinks she knows exactly 'who' they are but clearly by the content of the messages 'they' are negative entities or reptilians imo

ET emissary
User ID: 4144070
United States
12/14/2011 01:19 PM

what evidence do you possess to support your case?
Quoting: overmind

well the biggest(literally) 'evidence' i can point out for negative alien manipulation is... the Moon!!! hidden in plain sight lol

billions of people have seen it yet few question why it does not spin as in we only see one side of it all the time or why its so large & so close in proximity to earth
the 'moon' is basically an artificial satellite

the moon also helped them set up a time-matrix as well as affecting earths weather

earths tilt has also been artificially induced to create extreme weather conditions & four seasons to complement the time-matrix

next we have the topic of our DNA... ever wonder why we use a small percent of our DNA? our DNA did not deactivate by itself lol

'someone' deactivated our DNA to make us more manageable

because there is no such thing as 'junk DNA'... if we had full DNA active we would be awesome human creatures.. capable of natural rejuvenation among other things

Quoting: **ET emissary**

I agree that our DNA was manipulated, but I blame Caligastia for this. There is also the problem that our DNA wasn't improved enough from our early evolutionary stage, and that is covered in the story of the Adamic default. However, some of the dormant DNA we have can be activated through willpower, although I can't adequately explain how this works. I haven't learned much about human DNA, it's not where I focus my research time.

For the moon part, I do believe it is possible that there are at least structures on the moon. I've seen where NASA edited the photos. As for the origin, I believe it is natural and was formed before life even existed on this planet. One reason why the origin of the moon is mysterious is because scientists still aren't entirely sure how the solar system was formed in the first place; I believe they are still supporting the nebular hypothesis right now, but that could change.

Quoting: **overmind**

well if you wish to remain in denial about the fact that our moon is not natural then that is your choice...

our 'moon' was traveled here by reptilians thousands of years ago... & the 'craters' on the moon were created from space battles

now think: if certain manipulating aliens were capable of bringing in our artificial moon, tilting earth & tampering with our complex DNA... then would it not also seem possible that they would be more than capable in creating religions & spiritual booby-traps such as the urantia book?... be honest with yourself

part of earths transformation will include the removal of the unnatural non-beneficial moon, as well as the gradual straightening of earth axis were there will no longer be a tilt or any extreme weather conditions or four seasons

humanities DNA is currently well in the process of being healed & activated(at least to those who
choose to truly spirituality & consciously evolve)

& this is what is causing all the old religious belief systems, old ways of thinking & functioning & draconian systems/institutions to crumble & collapse

humans who choose to raise their frequencies are doing so in synchronicity with the earth as she raises frequencies/energies also

'change' is happening much more rapidly than ever before because of these energies & 'time' has been speeding-up until the point where it will no long be relevant

Last Edited by ET emissary on 12/14/2011 01:23 PM

IS-BE
User ID: 6788562
United States
12/14/2011 01:21 PM

what evidence do you possess to support your case?

Quoting: overmind

well the biggest(literally) 'evidence' i can point out for negative alien manipulation is... the Moon!!! hidden in plain sight lol

billions of people have seen it yet few question why it does not spin as in we only see one side of it all the time or why its so large & so close in proximity to earth

the 'moon' is basically an artificial satellite
the moon also helped them set up a time-matrix as well as affecting earths weather
earths tilt has also been artificially induced to create extreme weather conditions & four seasons
to complement the time-matrix

next we have the topic of our DNA... ever wonder why we use a small percent of our DNA? our
DNA did not deactivate by itself lol
'someone' deactivated our DNA to make us more manageable
because there is no such thing as 'junk DNA'... if we had full DNA active we would be awesome
human creatures.. capable of natural rejuvenation among other things
Quoting: ET emissary

I agree that our DNA was manipulated, but I blame Caligastia for this. There is also the problem
that our DNA wasn't improved enough from our early evolutionary stage, and that is covered in the
story of the Adamic default. However, some of the dormant DNA we have can be activated
through willpower, although I can't adequately explain how this works. I haven't learned much
about human DNA, it's not where I focus my research time.

For the moon part, I do believe it is possible that there are at least structures on the moon. I've
seen where NASA edited the photos. As for the origin, I believe it is natural and was formed
before life even existed on this planet. One reason why the origin of the moon is mysterious is
because scientists still aren't entirely sure how the solar system was formed in the first place; I
believe they are still supporting the nebular hypothesis right now, but that could change.
Quoting: overmind

well if you wish to remain in denial about the fact that our moon is not natural then that is your
choice...
our 'moon' was traveled here by reptilians thousands of years ago... & the 'craters' on the moon
were created from space battles

now think: if certain manipulating aliens were capable of bringing in our artificial moon, tilting earth
& tampering with our complex DNA... then would it not also seem possible that they would be
more than capable in creating religions & spiritual booby-traps such as the urantia book?... be
honest with yourself

part of earths transformation will include the removal of the unnatural non-beneficial moon, as well
as the gradual straightening of earth axis were there will no longer be a tilt or any extreme
weather conditions or four seasons

humanities DNA is currently well in the process of being healed & activated(at least to those who
choose to truly spirituality & consciously evolve)
& this is what is causing all the old religious belief systems, old ways of thinking & functioning & draconian systems/institutions to crumble & collapse

humans who choose to raise their frequencies are doing so in synchronicity with the earth as she raises frequencies/energies also

'change' is happening much more rapidly than ever before because of these energies & 'time' has been speeding-up until the point where it will no long be relevant

Quoting: ET emissary

None of this is proof of anything though, you're creating hypothetical situations that support your opinion. Congratulations, you made a fallacy of reification. If all you can do is rehash what others tell you, then I will have to stick with my original hypothesis; you're gullible.

If you really think an alien race is allowed to impact society on another planet at such a scale, then you clearly believe that this universe lacks proper law and order (or at least the order you believe in isn't proper compared to reality). Do you even know why or how life is created in the first place? Do you understand the importance of freewill, a right God Himself has granted and respects? Surely you must understand the difference between the freewill of an individual and absolute liberty, which goes against cosmic principles? If these beings were really doing what you think, they would have been stopped or destroyed long ago. Everyone may have the freedom to to break the rules, but they don't have the freedom to get away with it for long.

The ascension that your group speaks of isn't just about love or a better tomorrow, it's about defense from an enemy you can't see. If we just raise our frequency, the aliens will just leave us alone and ruin the lives of some other race on a different planet. That's fair, right? Well, what if we're dealing with a human problem here? What if this alien business isn't that significant? It means you've not only made a wrong diagnosis, but prescribed the wrong treatment.

ET emissary
User ID: 4144070
United States
12/14/2011 04:25 PM

None of this is proof of anything though, you're creating hypothetical situations that support your opinion. Congratulations, you made a fallacy of reification. If all you can do is rehash what others tell you, then I will have to stick with my original hypothesis; you're gullible.

If you really think an alien race is allowed to impact society on another planet at such a scale, then you clearly believe that this universe lacks proper law and order (or at least the order you believe in isn't proper compared to reality). Do you even know why or how life is created in the first place? Do you understand the importance of freewill, a right God Himself has granted and respects? Surely you must understand the difference between the freewill of an individual and absolute liberty, which goes against cosmic principles? If these beings were really doing what you think, they would have been stopped or destroyed long ago.
break the rules, but they don't have the freedom to get away with it for long.

The ascension that your group speaks of isn't just about love or a better tomorrow, it's about defense from an enemy you can't see. If we just raise our frequency, the aliens will just leave us alone and ruin the lives of some other race on a different planet. That's fair, right? Well, what if we're dealing with a human problem here? What if this alien business isn't that significant? It means you've not only made a wrong diagnosis, but prescribed the wrong treatment.

Quoting: **overmind**

no no no

you twist everything

ffs its pointless arguing with you

but if you insist:

1. just because there are 'orders & laws' in our universe that does not mean it is perfect or flawless

2. the manipulators have used their free-will to do what they have done & now free-will is being used by creator & creation(this includes humans of earth) to resolve the dilemma we are experiencing

3. "they would have been stopped or destroyed long ago. Everyone may have the freedom to to break the rules, but they don't have the freedom to get away with it for long."

   genius... this is all happening now/recent events

   why do you think earth is in the process of liberation/DNA healing,re-activation/rapid evolution now?

4. "If we just raise our frequency, the aliens will just leave us alone and ruin the lives of some other race on a different planet. That's fair, right?"

   no you are thinking way too small in a box... this is the end game now... this problem is currently being dealt with multi-dimensionally at the same time not only here on earth but in other affected areas in our galaxy

   once resolved there will be no more alien manipulation of this type on any other planets

5. "Well, what if we're dealing with a human problem here?"

   why are you having such a tough time understanding that 'the human problem here' has been a direct result from the manipulators tampering with human DNA & setting up the matrix slave grid?
the Main problem is the negative alien manipulation with humans.. which has created the 'unconsciousness' of humans

both issues are being worked on to create as successful as possible benevolent outcome

so please set-aside all your anti-human reptilian beliefs

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/15/2011 02:04 AM

None of this is proof of anything though, you're creating hypothetical situations that support your opinion. Congratulations, you made a fallacy of reification. If all you can do is rehash what others tell you, then I will have to stick with my original hypothesis; you're gullible.

If you really think an alien race is allowed to impact society on another planet at such a scale, then you clearly believe that this universe lacks proper law and order (or at least the order you believe in isn't proper compared to reality). Do you even know why or how life is created in the first place? Do you understand the importance of freewill, a right God Himself has granted and respects? Surely you must understand the difference between the freewill of an individual and absolute liberty, which goes against cosmic principles? If these beings were really doing what you think, they would have been stopped or destroyed long ago. Everyone may have the freedom to to break the rules, but they don't have the freedom to get away with it for long.

The ascension that your group speaks of isn't just about love or a better tomorrow, it's about defense from an enemy you can't see. If we just raise our frequency, the aliens will just leave us alone and ruin the lives of some other race on a different planet. That's fair, right? Well, what if we're dealing with a human problem here? What if this alien business isn't that significant? It means you've not only made a wrong diagnosis, but prescribed the wrong treatment.

Quoting: overmind

no no no

you twist everything

ffs its pointless arguing with you

but if you insist:

1. just because there are 'orders & laws' in our universe that does not mean it is perfect or flawless

2. the manipulators have used their free-will to do what they have done & now free-will is being
used by creator & creation(this includes humans of earth) to resolve the dilemma we are experiencing

3. "they would have been stopped or destroyed long ago. Everyone may have the freedom to to break the rules, but they don't have the freedom to get away with it for long."

**genius... this is all happening now/recent events**

why do you think earth is in the process of liberation/DNA healing,re-activation/rapid evolution now?

4. "If we just raise our frequency, the aliens will just leave us alone and ruin the lives of some other race on a different planet. That's fair, right?"

no you are thinking way too small in a box... this is the end game now... this problem is currently being dealt with multi-dimensionally at the same time not only here on earth but in other affected areas in our galaxy

once resolved there will be no more alien manipulation of this type on any other planets

5. "Well, what if we're dealing with a human problem here?"

why are you having such a tough time understanding that 'the human problem here' has been a direct result from the manipulators tampering with human DNA & setting up the matrix slave grid?

the Main problem is the negative alien manipulation with humans.. which has created the 'unconsciousness' of humans

both issues are being worked on to create as successful as possible benevolent outcome

so please set-aside all your anti-human reptilian beliefs

**Quoting: ET emissary**

You said they had a hand in creating all the current religions, well let's take Hinduism as an example. It's estimated to have originated as early as 10,000 B.C. How about Judaism? It's about 3,000-4,0000 years old. Buddhism and Christianity are around 2,000 years old. None of this counts as recent. So your idea of alien manipulation would have occurred a long time ago and is just now being dealt with. That's a long wait.

I don't have a tough time comprehending this material. The reason you don't see me changing my mind is because this philosophy isn't very believable from my perspective. It's actually too simplistic. I proposed a question to you, so let me rephrase it. What if humans aren't being manipulated? What if humans are the cause for all of this, not some alien force? Knowing the answer to this question is important because you're making a hidden assumption through this belief of yours. You believe humans are automatically going to change their ways after there are no more aliens and DNA is somehow repaired. It's not that easy for people to break out of habits/patterns. People are conditioned to behave certain ways and believe certain things based on how and where they were raised. Education is a clear requirement for knowledge, just as experience is required for wisdom. Neither of these things happen on their own. Ascension isn't work-free, and it's certainly not based on prophesy or specific dates.
You said they had a hand in creating all the current religions, well let's take Hinduism as an example. It's estimated to have originated as early as 10,000 B.C. How about Judaism? It's about 3,000-4,000 years old. Buddhism and Christianity are around 2,000 years old. None of this counts as recent. So your idea of alien manipulation would have occurred a long time ago and is just now being dealt with. That's a long wait.

I don't have a tough time comprehending this material. The reason you don't see me changing my mind is because this philosophy isn't very believable from my perspective. It's actually too simplistic. I proposed a question to you, so let me rephrase it. What if humans aren't being manipulated? What if humans are the cause for all of this, not some alien force? Knowing the answer to this question is important because you're making a hidden assumption through this belief of yours. You believe humans are automatically going to change their ways after there are no more aliens and DNA is somehow repaired. It's not that easy for people to break out of habits/patterns. People are conditioned to behave certain ways and believe certain things based on how and where they were raised. Education is a clear requirement for knowledge, just as experience is required for wisdom. Neither of these things happen on their own. Ascension isn't work-free, and it's certainly not based on prophesy or specific dates.

Quoting: overmind

1. yes this planet has been under the negative alien manipulation for thousands of years
2. yes only up until recently/now will this dilemma be resolved once & for all before it was not possible & is has been a process that now is in its final stages to resolution

3. "What if humans aren't being manipulated? What if humans are the cause for all of this, not some alien force?"

not possible ... human DNA does Not deactivate/tamper itself

manipulation has taken place whether you choose to believe in it or not + all of the other basic evidence such as the 'moon' that you choose to remain in denial with

4. "You believe humans are automatically going to change their ways after there are no more aliens and DNA is somehow repaired"

i never said that

- the benevolent ETs will shortly be interacting with humans & earth much more overtly then they have in the past because more & more people have become aware of this reality & are prepared/preparing for it

- DNA is being healed/activated to a larger percent with people who choose to work on themselves spiritual & take care of their health/minds/bodies & consciousness

5. "Ascension isn't work-free, and it's certainly not based on prophesy or specific dates."

i never said spiritual evolution is 'work-free' nor have i said anything about prophesy or dates those are the illusions of the false new-age movement(imo also created by the manipulators as yet another snare)

clearly there is much deprogramming a person has to do as well as inner spiritual work to truly make a difference in how they will consciously or unconsciously live their life & affect earth

---

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7241687
Australia
12/16/2011 07:21 PM

those who laugh and run away live to laugh another day
2.) No one ever claimed to be a prophet. They are messengers.
   Quoting: firmament

Welcome back. Thank you for the reply. Only one thing I wish to clarify here.

The word "prophet" these days has taken on a meaning similar to a "fortune teller" or someone who makes predictions. However, a prophet of YHWH is merely someone who delivers a message from YHWH. Hence why I used the term here.

Anyone that claims to be relaying a message from God is claiming to be a prophet.
   Quoting: Sir Phydeau

you are quite misinformed as to the nature of God dear one. for the fact shows here you don't know what God is. YHWY FOR STARTERS IS NOT God, I don't care what word you use. The FATHER IS INSIDE YOUR MIND and can be accessed at your own will and discretion. At this time, most are supposed to be "prophets" by your definition. You have put the Father outside of yourself, like 99.999999999999999999999999999999% of the people on this world.

God can only manifest THRU you, not any other way. YOUR YWHY is a PLANET not GOD, that is how corrupted your spiritual works are. They are a civilization where the more mature ones are involved in babysitting this planet. They are NOT "GOD". They are advanced humans.

I am not a "prophet" by YOUR TERMS. The reason there is so much diversity in the messages is because the DARK have created many of the new age sites and they have done all their dividing there, just as they have done with all religions on this world.

NOW FIND YOUR LIGHT WITHIN and kindly STFU.
   Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have not proselytized at you, please don't do it to me. I wouldn't join your religion if it PAID.

Sorry, I'm on my path. You are on yours. Please stop trying to drag me to hell with you.

Exactly who in the fuck do you think you are? Take your religion and ram it DEEPLY and FIRMLY right up your own ass. (Yes, now you're starting to piss me off you little cunt.)

Shalom aleichem, be well and fuck off.

As far as your closing "STFU" ... make me, cunt. Have your little green men that you chat with constantly come to my house and make me. See, you can't because either a) you're making it all up for attention or b) you're completely batshit crazy and delusions only affect the person having them.

Funny how you're ALWAYS "on a craft" but have NEVER taken a camera with you. AMAZING
that you’re the ONLY person that can see this "craft".

I was having a conversation with someone else. Butt your know-it-all ass out of it, bitch.

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

You are showing your true colors now huh? STOP looking for answers outside yourself and getting angry for things that should not cause anger but introspection. Go within to find your answers. If you don't believe any truth posted here, then go someplace else.

DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
12/16/2011 08:56 PM

Sir Phydeau (means puppy dog doesn't it/one of my personal favorite creatures)

How on God's green earth do you think your heart's attitude exhibited by your words would reveal His love for humanity and draw anyone to Him? You might want to rethink how you state what you perceive as truth if you have honest intentions. He loves all of us the same and only has the best plans for each of us. The ball is in our court what we do with His love's call to each of us, does it not?

Last Edited by DOK on 12/16/2011 08:57 PM

6p
User ID: 6625411
Australia
12/16/2011 08:58 PM

Well two weeks and we will all know for certain... I am currently writing a story called ON BOARD THE MOTHER SHIPS -- It is immensely satisfying for me... I can spread my wings and talk about the Crystals and the LIGHT ,,...The body changes - the elders - the ones I have always felt close to - It is more an allegory - Maybe the 4th/5th dimension but if it does happen and we are lifted on board I for one am so looking forward to it. NO FEAR .... The earth changes to come have been talked about by many masters - so I do believe it is coming but the timing is hard to predict.....

CrissCross
User ID: 1488600
United States
12/16/2011 11:18 PM
Well **two weeks and we will all know for certain**... I am currently writing a story called **ON BOARD THE MOTHER SHIPS** -- It is immensely satisfying for me... I can spread my wings and talk about the Crystals and the LIGHT ....The body changes - the elders - the ones I have always felt close to - It is more an allegory - Maybe the 4th/5th dimension but if it **does happen** and we are lifted on board I for one am so looking forward to it. NO FEAR .... The earth changes to come have been talked about by many masters - so **I do believe it is coming but the timing is hard to predict**.....

Quoting: 6p 6625411

Sounds like you and your group are in the same boat as ALL of us?

EVERYONE believes something is going to happen, but NO ONE knows WHAT or WHEN.

![Image of a person](https://example.com/image1)

**Weltsmertz**
User ID: 1280572
United States
12/16/2011 11:50 PM

SO what are German gun laws like? Can you own guns easily in Germany? Can you go shoot for sport in Germany other than hunting?

![Image of a tree](https://example.com/image2)

**ET emissary**
User ID: 4144070
United States
12/17/2011 10:26 PM

Well two weeks and we will all know for certain... I am currently writing a story called **ON BOARD THE MOTHER SHIPS** -- It is immensely satisfying for me... I can spread my wings and talk about the Crystals and the LIGHT ....The body changes - the elders - the ones I have always felt close to
- It is more an allegory - Maybe the 4th/5th dimension but if it does happen and we are lifted on board I for one am so looking forward to it. NO FEAR .... The earth changes to come have been talked about by many masters - so I do believe it is coming but the timing is hard to predict.....

Quoting: 6p 6625411

if you are new to those messages then there is something you should know:

near the end of every year they go on this frenzy of building up peoples expectations/excitement

here is a re-cap of previous lies & fear that 'they' use to snare people with:

- 100% L.A. sinking under the sea 2 years ago ...
- 100% Tonga earthquake a year ago ...
- 100% 'Announcements' by the end of 2010 or beginning of 2011 ...
- New Madrid earthquake ...
- Jupiter ignition ...
- The 'Wave' ...

*** There are many more Lies, these are just some of the major ones ***

These entities use propaganda in order to convince people to jump onto their ships for 'safety' or 'rewards'...
they are the manipulators

These are Not the benevolent ETs who are assisting earth & humans.. because it is not the intention from team-light to have any extreme chaos or evacuations during earths ongoing transformation process

* The transformation of earth & humans is not about cataclysms, only the manipulators spread such disinformation to control people with Fear *

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/22/2011 11:16 AM

Well two weeks and we will all know for certain... I am currently writing a story called ON BOARD THE MOTHER SHIPS -- It is immensely satisfying for me... I can spread my wings and talk about the Crystals and the LIGHT ..., The body changes - the elders - the ones I have always felt close to - It is more an allegory - Maybe the 4th/5th dimension but if it does happen and we are lifted on board I for one am so looking forward to it. NO FEAR .... The earth changes to come have been talked about by many masters - so I do believe it is coming but the timing is hard to predict.....

Quoting: 6p 6625411

if you are new to those messages then there is something you should know:
near the end of every year they go on this frenzy of building up peoples expectations/excitement

here is a re-cap of previous lies & fear that 'they' use to snare people with:

- 100% L.A. sinking under the sea 2 years ago ...
- 100% Tonga earthquake a year ago ...
- 100% 'Announcements' by the end of 2010 or beginning of 2011 ...
- New Madrid earthquake ...
- Jupiter ignition ...
- The 'Wave' ...

*** There are many more Lies, these are just some of the major ones ***

These entities use propaganda in order to convince people to jump onto their ships for 'safety' or 'rewards'...
they are the manipulators

These are Not the benevolent ETs who are assisting earth & humans.. because it is not the intention from team-light to have any extreme chaos or evacuations during earths ongoing transformation process

* The transformation of earth & humans is not about cataclysms, only the manipulators spread such disinformation to control people with Fear *

Quoting: **ET emissary**

Sorry, can't log in.

So much blindness...its more than sad.
The Wave is hitting recognizable of and on since February this year.
Jupiter....well it is getting noticed by different people...with evidence on the material.

All the rest of what you posted above...why can't you see that merciful grace was given to us...the people of this world.
Would you have rather seen all of your fellowman suffer...just for the sake of saying "I told you so"???
Haven't you looked around lately? Is the state this world is in still not enough evidence for you?

And who gives you the right to call other people liars?
Why do you hand out behavior that you don't like to get in return?
Are you the holder of truth? Are you? Or are you just the holder of your personal beliefs?

**GOD BLESS**

---

firmament
Well, either way, the most recent message cannot be taken back. This will soon be irrefutable evidence of whether Candace is right or wrong:

“This is your sovereign Creator Son, Aton coming to you in sort of an emergency basis. Write down what I have to say for it is important. We are about to enter stasis…yes I do understand that you are skeptical and would prefer not to take this message. It is not up to you to decide whether or not this is true and I would rather that you show more of an understanding towards the matter.

There is an urgency regarding the plans of the controllers of your planet to send the entire populace into disarray and confusion while condemning many to a certain cruel and undeserved death. That certainly will not happen under my watch and frankly we had already made provision for that sort of thing. As we have stated previously, although the clock is ticking towards the denouement of this theatrical piece prepared for you, we had our own plans to counter the misdirected actions of the PTB.

It is with regret and joy at the same time that I am officially announcing the end of this era and the beginning of a new one that stasis means to so many of you. This is not to be taken lightly and I am asking you to post this to the forum and the rest will be taken care of.

Why did I choose you? Because it is within the plans that I already had in place among other things. Dear one, do not be dismay for you should rejoice despite the immense fatigue of the soul that you go through as so many others can relate to.

There is nothing else to say and I ask all of you to go within and we shall meet soon.

Your sovereign.

Aton.”

[link to abundanthope.net]

ET emissary
User ID: 7529512
United States
12/22/2011 07:03 PM
Sorry, cant log in.

So much blindness...its more than sad.
The Wave is hitting recognizable of and on since February this year.
Jupiter....well it is getting noticed by different people...with evidence on the material.

All the rest of what you posted above...why cant you see that merciful grace was given to us...the people of this world.
Would you have rather seen all of your fellowman suffer...just for the sake of saying "I told you so"???
Haven't you looked around lately? Is the state this world is in still not enough evidence for you?

And who gives you the right to call other people liars?
Why do you hand out behavior that you don't like to get in return?
Are you the holder of truth? Are you? Or are you just the holder of your personal beliefs?

GOD BLESS

firmament

Quoting: firmament 5374773

1. "Would you have rather seen all of your fellowman suffer...just for the sake of saying "I told you so"??"
what are you talking about? i never said that

2. "Haven't you looked around lately? Is the state this world is in still not enough evidence for you?"
obviously the planet is currently in the process of positive transformation... no doom & gloom, no ww3, no cataclysms

3. "Are you the holder of truth? Are you? Or are you just the holder of your personal beliefs?"

no i never said that... i do NOT know everything, however i do know & point-out the simple 'basics' that many people choose to deny for whatever reasons...

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/22/2011 07:13 PM

Well, either way, the most recent message cannot be taken back. This will soon be irrefutable evidence of whether Candace is right or wrong:

“This is your sovereign Creator Son, Aton coming to you in sort of an emergency basis. Write down what I have to say for it is important. We are about to enter stasis...yes I do understand that you are skeptical and would prefer not to take this message. It is not up to you to decide whether or not this is true and I would rather that you show more of an understanding towards the matter."
There is an urgency regarding the plans of the controllers of your planet to send the entire populace into disarray and confusion while condemning many to a certain cruel and undeserved death. That certainly will not happen under my watch and frankly we had already made provision for that sort of thing. As we have stated previously, although the clock is ticking towards the denouement of this theatrical piece prepared for you, we had our own plans to counter the misdirected actions of the PTB.

It is with regret and joy at the same time that I am officially announcing the end of this era and the beginning of a new one that stasis means to so many of you. This is not to be taken lightly and I am asking you to post this to the forum and the rest will be taken care of.

Why did I choose you? Because it is within the plans that I already had in place among other things. Dear one, do not be dismay for you should rejoice despite the immense fatigue of the soul that you go through as so many others can relate to.

There is nothing else to say and I ask all of you to go within and we shall meet soon.

Your sovereign.

Aton.”

[link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: overmind

Hello overmind, thank you for posting the above Message!

GOD BLESS 💜

ET emissary
User ID: 7529512
United States
12/22/2011 07:18 PM

Well, either way, the most recent message cannot be taken back. This will soon be irrefutable evidence of whether Candace is right or wrong:

“This is your sovereign Creator Son, Aton coming to you in sort of an emergency basis. Write down what I have to say for it is important. We are about to enter stasis…yes I do understand that you are skeptical and would prefer not to take this message. It is not up to you to decide whether or not this is true and I would rather that you show more of an understanding towards the matter.

There is an urgency regarding the plans of the controllers of your planet to send the entire populace into disarray and confusion while condemning many to a certain cruel and undeserved
death. That certainly will not happen under my watch and frankly we had already made provision for that sort of thing. As we have stated previously, although the clock is ticking towards the denouement of this theatrical piece prepared for you, we had our own plans to counter the misdirected actions of the PTB.

It is with regret and joy at the same time that I am officially announcing the end of this era and the beginning of a new one that stasis means to so many of you. This is not to be taken lightly and I am asking you to post this to the forum and the rest will be taken care of.

Why did I choose you? Because it is within the plans that I already had in place among other things. Dear one, do not be dismay for you should rejoice despite the immense fatigue of the soul that you go through as so many others can relate to.

There is nothing else to say and I ask all of you to go within and we shall meet soon.

Your sovereign.

Aton.”

[link to abundanthope.net]

Quoting: overmind

“There is an urgency regarding the plans of the controllers of your planet to send the entire populace into disarray and confusion while condemning many to a certain cruel and undeserved death.”

see how 'they' operate... classic Fear bait

this is how they keep their followers trapped... every once in a while they make-up some new Fear to keep people hooked & obedient

it is just endless mind-games with those false messages

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/22/2011 07:54 PM

Sorry, cant log in.

So much blindness...its more than sad.
The Wave is hitting recognizable of and on since February this year.
Jupiter....well it is getting noticed by different people...with evidence on the material.

All the rest of what you posted above...why cant you see that merciful grace was given to us...the people of this world.
Would you have rather seen all of your fellowman suffer...just for the sake of saying "I told you so"???
Haven't you looked around lately? Is the state this world is in still not enough evidence for you?

And who gives you the right to call other people liars?
Why do you hand out behavior that you don't like to get in return?
Are you the holder of truth? Are you? Or are you just the holder of your personal beliefs?

GOD BLESS

firmament

Quoting: firmament 5374773

1. "Would you have rather seen all of your fellowman suffer...just for the sake of saying "I told you so"???

what are you talking about? i never said that

2. "Haven't you looked around lately? Is the state this world is in still not enough evidence for you?"

obviously the planet is currently in the process of positive transformation... no doom & gloom, no ww3, no cataclysms

3. "Are you the holder of truth? Are you? Or are you just the holder of your personal beliefs?"

no i never said that... i do NOT know everything, however i do know & point-out the simple 'basics' that many people choose to deny for whatever reasons...

Quoting: ET emissary

Hello ET emissary,
I understand what you are saying and I'm glad that you reduced your opinion to the point you did. It is always good to point out, but it should be done with integrity and wisdom. I'm not a "doomer" but this world is in a very critical state...if you understand politics you should be able to see for yourself.

The positive Transformation was called off...so to speak, (Mama Earth made it, not us) because to many not doing anything, living in lala-land...sleeping...nodding their head to every perversity. Or do you think it is normal and speaks of godly behavior watching people die by the millions everyday and doing nothing about it? Poverty, Greed, War and more War on the Horizon..... Looking the other way is not solving the problem.

GOD BLESS

firmament

You should read some of Hazels Messages...just for a better understanding.

Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/22/2011 08:02 PM
Well, either way, the most recent message cannot be taken back. This will soon be irrefutable evidence of whether Candace is right or wrong:

“This is your sovereign Creator Son, Aton coming to you in sort of an emergency basis. Write down what I have to say for it is important. We are about to enter stasis...yes I do understand that you are skeptical and would prefer not to take this message. It is not up to you to decide whether or not this is true and I would rather that you show more of an understanding towards the matter.

There is an urgency regarding the plans of the controllers of your planet to send the entire populace into disarray and confusion while condemning many to a certain cruel and undeserved death. That certainly will not happen under my watch and frankly we had already made provision for that sort of thing. As we have stated previously, although the clock is ticking towards the denouement of this theatrical piece prepared for you, we had our own plans to counter the misdirected actions of the PTB.

It is with regret and joy at the same time that I am officially announcing the end of this era and the beginning of a new one that stasis means to so many of you. This is not to be taken lightly and I am asking you to post this to the forum and the rest will be taken care of.

Why did I choose you? Because it is within the plans that I already had in place among other things. Dear one, do not be dismay for you should rejoice despite the immense fatigue of the soul that you go through as so many others can relate to.

There is nothing else to say and I ask all of you to go within and we shall meet soon.

Your sovereign.

Aton.”

[link to abundanthope.net]

Quoting: overmind

"There is an urgency regarding the plans of the controllers of your planet to send the entire populace into disarray and confusion while condemning many to a certain cruel and undeserved death."

see how ‘they’ operate... classic Fear bait
this is how they keep their followers trapped... every once in a while they make-up some new Fear to keep people hooked & obedient
it is just endless mind-games with those false messages

Quoting: ET emissary

What is it that You seem to fear so much?

GOD BLESS 💜

firmament
You should read some of Hazels Messages...just for a better understanding.
Quoting: firmament 5374773

delusion & denial will not help you

What is it that You seem to fear so much?

GOD BLESS ❤️

firmament
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5374773

i am not fearing any of their lies
i am just pointing-out & exposing the fear & lies that they spread

do you understand?
"There is an urgency regarding the plans of the controllers of your planet to send the entire populace into disarray and confusion while condemning many to a certain cruel and undeserved death."

see how 'they' operate... classic Fear bait

this is how they keep their followers trapped... every once in a while they make-up some new Fear to keep people hooked & obedient

it is just endless mind-games with those false messages

Quoting: ET emissary

I've never disagreed that these messages are fake. This message just dug the website into a hole that will be hard to escape from, unless everything does come true (unlikely imo). Saying "false alarm" won't work in this case. It's getting closer and closer to x-mas, and I still don't see a mother ship. 😊 Someone's procrastinating.
"There is an urgency regarding the plans of the controllers of your planet to send the entire populace into disarray and confusion while condemning many to a certain cruel and undeserved death."

see how 'they' operate... classic Fear bait

this is how they keep their followers trapped... every once in a while they make-up some new Fear to keep people hooked & obedient

it is just endless mind-games with those false messages

Quoting: ET emissary

I've never disagreed that these messages are fake. This message just dug the website into a hole that will be hard to escape from, unless everything does come true (unlikely imo). Saying "false alarm" won't work in this case. It's getting closer and closer to x-mas, and I still don't see a mother ship. 😊 Someone's procrastinating.

Quoting: overmind

FRANKLY.....I am ready!

Quoting: DOK

I'm ready for some earth changes no doubt, but the future is such a vague thing for us fickle mortals. Don't be too disappointed if things turn out differently. In any case, 2012 will be a big year.

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/23/2011 04:08 AM

You should read some of Hazels Messages...just for a better understanding.
Quoting: **firmament 5374773**

_delusion & denial will not help you_

**Quoting: ET emissary**

Hi ET emissary,
Why don't you do yourself a favor and go within? You can get in contact with Father yourself...that way you would have all the evidence you need and would not have to relay on others.
Delusion & denial...are you describing yourself?

_GOD BLESS ♥️_

**firmament**

**firmament (OP)**
User ID: 5374773

Germany
12/23/2011 04:24 AM

What is it that You seem to fear so much?

**GOD BLESS ♥️**

**firmament**

**Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5374773**

i am not fearing any of their lies

i am just pointing-out & exposing the fear & lies that they spread

do you understand?

**Quoting: ET emissary**

Hi again,

I do understand! The thing is, I hear only YOU talk about fear..that's why I keep asking you.

You say you are just pointing out the fear & lies being spread....but where is your teaching?
Who/what is your source?
Where do you get your Information from?

Having different opinions is one thing, calling somebody a liar is another, do you understand this?

_GOD BLESS ♥️_

**firmament**
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7591831
Italy
12/23/2011 04:39 AM

You say you are just pointing out the fear & lies being spread....but where is your teaching? Who/what is your source? Where do you get your Information from?

Having different opinions is one thing, calling somebody a liar is another, do you understand this?

GOD BLESS

firmament
Quoting: firmament 5374773

You are right about lies, I don't think that Candace & her "sisters" and "brothers" lie. They are just plain stupid and refuse to live in reality. They didn't lie, they were (and are) simply wrong. The idiotic Jupiter ignition story is very representative of this, with a silly "pre" and an unbelievably "post" to justify why nothing happened.

Now tell me something. Why do you need a teacher and a source (that in the Urantia case doesn't make sense) in the "high" sense you are using those words?

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/23/2011 07:59 AM

You say you are just pointing out the fear & lies being spread....but where is your teaching? Who/what is your source? Where do you get your Information from?

Having different opinions is one thing, calling somebody a liar is another, do you understand this?

GOD BLESS

firmament
Quoting: firmament 5374773

You are right about lies, I don't think that Candace & her "sisters" and "brothers" lie. They are just plain stupid and refuse to live in reality. They didn't lie, they were (and are) simply wrong. The idiotic Jupiter ignition story is very representative of this, with a silly "pre" and an unbelievably "post" to justify why nothing happened.
Now tell me something. Why do you need a teacher and a source (that in the Urantia case doesn't make sense) in the "high" sense you are using those words?

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 7591831**

Hi AC,

why should I answer you?; when I know you are not at all interested in what my answer may be. It is written all over your post...out hunting....well I wont play the part of being the pray for you.
If you would have been reading you would know the answer.
Why in the world are you asking me anything when it is plane for me to see that your mind is made up already, regardless of what my answer would be, right? Don't I fit in your "oh so beautiful description" above?

Why cant you just go ahead and explain your point of view, why always this downgrading of other people?
If you dislike Candace or her "brothers" & "sisters" for what reason ever...then simply stay away....it should be easy for you to do.

**GOD BLESS ❤️**

**firmament**

**ET emissary**
User ID: 7529512

&#9998; United States

12/23/2011 09:35 PM

Hi again,

I do understand! The thing is, I hear only YOU talk about fear..thats why I keep asking you.

You say you are just pointing out the fear & lies being spread....but where is your teaching?
Who/what is your source?
Where do you get your Information from?

Having different opinions is one thing, calling somebody a lier is another, do you understand this?

**GOD BLESS ❤️**

**firmament**

Quoting: **firmament 5374773**

Again, i am exposing the lies & fears that are within those
messages because they are misleading many people who are unaware

Lies & Fears such as this:

- 100% L.A. sinking under the sea 2 years ago ... 
- 100% Tonga earthquake a year ago ...
- 100% 'Announcements' by the end of 2010 or beginning of 2011 ...
- New Madrid earthquake ...
- Jupiter ignition ...
- The 'Wave' ...
- 'We will not see the end of 2011' ...

* Philosophical Falsehoods *

- That the earth is overpopulated
- That everything is humanities fault
- That possession/entity manipulation is not currently possible
- That the earths transformation/liberation process is about jesus & his 2nd coming

*** There are many more Lies, these are just some of the major ones ***

Those are Lies & Fears that have NEVER happened

you cannot deny those facts unless you are in denial & delusional

also "Where do you get your Information from?"

mostly from within me & that has Nothing to do with the illusory father character you & others speak about...

---> ❤️ <<---

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
I guess experiencing Christmas wasn't such a rare experience after all. 😊

**firmament (OP)**  
User ID: 5374773  
Germany  
12/26/2011 01:57 AM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details. Thankyou. NIP

Esu Comments on Stasis  
By Jess Anthony  
Dec 26, 2011 - 8:02:35 AM

12-24-11  
Esu, comments?

Jess, let's talk. Now is the time. We have begun the preparations to start stasis, but it is not ready to activate yet. That moment has not been determined precisely, but everything is in position and can move into action when required. There is a rest mode before the action starts in earnest.

We can speak about the logistics, because I know you are curious. Perhaps others are too. The ships are moving into place to cover an arc of 180 degrees. This allows the ships to move in parallel and work their way around the complete circle of the Earth. The width of the beam they will use is about a degree of longitude. This focus is not a problem, because they can change positions quickly. It only takes a few minutes to trigger a stasis condition in one place. As was said in other situations, the frequency of the beamed energy causes the vibration that activates the cell to be transformed into a frequency that matches the one being beamed. This new frequency is not compatible with the range of frequencies that make up the structure of your physical existence currently. Once this frequency changes, your individual energy frequency moves into a place that has no interaction with where it came from.

This disconnect from current existence frequencies creates the illusion of you being paused. Once you are paused, so to speak, we can maneuver your energy with our range of energy frequencies. We can move you around easily and quickly, if we need to. Energy is fast moving, as you know. We can disassemble and reassemble you with no difficulties.
The notion that you will be beamed up to the ship is more an energy exchange than physical lifting, as you probably imagine it to be. Remember your physical body here is just energy at a specific range of frequencies. You have the belief that it is solid, but it actually is just energy moving. Energy carries information archives and these are used to create your individual definition of identity. You have a template that you build to experience various interactions with other energy patterns. This appears as if you are physically in contact with another person.

We can control the frequencies of your energy packets, so your perception of yourself is the result of what you agree to work within. You also have input into the ongoing shape of your embodiment, and the experiences you undertake influence the body you imagine you inhabit. Your surroundings are determined by you and your perceptions of what you think you should experience. Your reality is what you determine it to be, based on an unlimited number of paths you can take. In the larger sense, reality is all of those options. Once you make a choice, the other options remain options, although you have not followed that path. In your individual situation, no other options exist once you have made a choice. The range of options exists for your next choice, however.

The timeframe is difficult to describe. Once a segment of the globe goes into stasis, time stops at that point. Midnight, for instance, is always midnight because there is no later time to measure it against. In that way, stasis can be imposed in a way that seems almost instantaneous. The explanation doesn't seem logical, I realize, but remember that "time" is an artificial measurement you have constructed to gauge your existence linearly.

Esu, let's go back to the timing. How long will it take in terms of our time measurements? We were told it would be 24 hours, starting in the Far East. Is this still valid?

The timeframe is different now. We have more precisely focused beams that can move more quickly than what we told you earlier. We expect to move through the transition in a matter of your minutes. That doesn't seem possible you argue. We can stop your time even before it registers on your perception. The passage of time is flexible and is dependent on the energy involved with the frequency.

I don't have much more to say. This transition will be very quick when it happens. You won't know it is happening until you wake up. We promise you that. There is no way to prepare for it beyond being accepting and at rest.

Once you wake up, you will find many things have changed. You will be changed, as well, and many of your global problems will be alleviated. There is no way that man alone could tackle some of the critical issues that are facing the planet. We don't want these to reach the point they could. It would be very difficult to resolve the crises that would then result.

This stasis is an intervention of sorts to allow Gaia to prepare for the configuration that is necessary. As part of that, many of the toxic situations will be removed by us. This will entail physical changes and destruction of much that man has constructed. That is unavoidable because many of the templates used cannot be acclimated to a higher energy frequency. Stable structures in the third dimension are not so reliable in the fourth or higher. We have to set everything up properly for your true ascension.

I say "we" but man is also a part of this restructuring. Just as the initial creation was coordinated by those with understanding of human DNA and the physical structures that would be needed to activate this range of energy, so can this re-configuring be started by galactic brothers with the intention of allowing man to continue with what has been started. There should be no feeling of condescension in acknowledging that knowledge and expertise is specialized in different areas.
Experts coordinate and lead others to follow in sure pathways. Education and experience are constant, and new information is always being discovered.

I would read other posts and messages and plan accordingly. Adequate information has been provided and Christ Michael Aton's intentions are clear. A galactic timetable is working, and the process for stasis could begin at any moment. There is not more that I can tell you now. You will know when the time is called.

Esu

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.